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ABSTRACT

Freshwater shortages are a tremendous problem for certain areas of the world, and given
projected world population increases, they will pose a problem for a rising number of
people in the future. A variety of technologies are currently used to extract usable water
from wastewater, including water filtration membranes. Membrane technologies are
promising because they require little energy and are scalable. However, many membrane
materials tend to foul quickly when exposed to the organic species in wastewater feed
streams.

Approaches to preventing membrane fouling include surface grafting of hydrophilic
polymers onto membranes and the use of hydrophilic polymers as the bulk material. The
former approach works moderately well, but it requires an increased number of
fabrication steps, and the surface treatments tend to lose their effectiveness over time.
The use of hydrophilic bulk materials leads to loss of membrane strength and resistance
to wastewater elements such as chlorine. Neither option provides membranes that can
maintain fouling resistance for extended periods of time.

This thesis investigates an alternative method of fouling prevention, first described by
Hester et al. This approach involves the fabrication of blend membranes containing
poly(vinylidene fluoride) (PVDF) and roughly 10 wt% of a comb polymer additive,
poly(methyl methacrylate-r-poly(oxyethylene methacrylate)) (P(MMA-r-POEM)). The
additive self-segregates to the membrane surface during fabrication and imparts long-
term fouling resistance to the membrane. Even after harsh cleaning, which degrades the
PEO chains present at the surface, membrane performance can be partially restored with
a simple 18-hour anneal in a 90°C water bath.

Membranes are subjected to both surface analysis and filtration experiments, as well as
other characterization techniques. Surface analysis is accomplished via x-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). Membrane samples are cleaned (in hydrogen
peroxide or chromic-sulfuric acid (Chromerge)) and/or annealed (in 900C deionized
water), and their elemental surface composition and specific carbon binding
environments are determined by XPS. Filtration experiments are done by alternating
feed solutions of deionized water and a foulant (either bovine serum albumin or an
oil/water emulsion). The flux of the feed solution is measured before fouling, during
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fouling, and after fouling, to determine the extent of fouling recovery. Also, the
compositions of the permeates are analyzed via ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy to
determine the rejection coefficient of the membrane.

The data presented in this thesis show that PVDF blend membranes containing P(MMA-
r-POEM) are capable of generating a fresh surface layer of PEO multiple times, even
after extended cleaning sessions using concentrated acid. Membranes of varying
thickness are shown to exhibit PEO-regenerative abilities, but it appears that thicker
membranes have better fouling recovery than thinner, filtration-series membranes. Also,
it is found that a blend membrane stripped of all of its surface PEO (by a 24-hour-long
exposure to Chromerge) is able to restore PEO to its surface with roughly 24 hours of
annealing. However, the new surface density is not as high as the original surface density
and does not increase with longer annealing periods, possibly because of surface
equilibrium effects or kinetic limitations. It also does not regain all of its initial fouling
resistance, possibly because of the presence of partially degraded PEO chains at its
surface.

Additionally, poly(methyl acrylate-r-poly(oxyethylene methacrylate)) (P(MA-r-POEM))
is investigated as a substitute for P(MMA-r-POEM). This new comb formulation could
impart improved wettability to PVDF membranes. To investigate the fouling resistance
of this comb additive, blend membranes containing P(MA-r-POEM) and PVDF were
manufactured by the Pall Corporation. However, the formulations studied prove not to
resist fouling, likely due to water solubility of the comb additives. They do not impart
long-term fouling resistance to filtration membranes, but they may be improved with
further research or be appropriate for single-use applications.

Thesis Supervisor: Anne M. Mayes
Title: Toyota Professor of Materials Science and Engineering
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Chapter 1. Introduction
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At first glance, the earth has an abundance of water. The hydrosphere contains roughly

1370 million km3 of water [1]. But, of this generous supply, only 2.5% is freshwater, and

only one third of this freshwater is available in liquid form (the remainder is frozen in ice

caps and glaciers). The amount of available freshwater is whittled down even further by

geographic constraints. All told, the total stable renewable supply of freshwater is 12,500

km3, which is 0.0009% of the total water on earth [2].

A recent study reports that approximately 35% of this renewable freshwater supply is

currently in use in households and industry, with an additional 19% being used in-stream,

to dilute pollutants, in fisheries, and for transportation purposes [2, 3]. Between 1950 and

1990, water use tripled [2]. If such use increases continue without a significant

improvement in water purification technologies, by 2030 the world will face severe water

shortages, and delicate freshwater ecosystems may be irreversibly damaged.

Solutions to this problem are currently being pursued by both government institutions and

scientific researchers. In addition to conservation strategies, water purification

technologies are necessary to address this impending crisis. With successful water

purification techniques, wastewater, brackish water, and saltwater could be used for crop

irrigation and other purposes, reducing the need for freshwater.

A variety of water purification techniques are available. Traditional approaches include

distillation; coagulation and flocculation followed by sedimentation; sand filtration; and

chlorine treatment [4]. Of these traditional approaches to water purification, the first

requires a great deal of energy, and the rest require pretreatment of samples with

chemicals to induce colloid aggregation [1]. Membrane filtration is a relatively new

technology (having become commercially practical in only the last 40 years [5]), but it

has many advantages over classic water purification techniques.

Membranes require little energy and no chemical additives. Also, they are compact and

modular [6] and can be used at ambient temperature, which is favorable for biological

and food and drug applications [7]. Unfortunately, membranes tend to foul easily, which
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leads to high maintenance costs and short lifetimes. Additionally, they tend to have

relatively low selectivity. Although these are both concerns, this thesis addresses the

problem of fouling only.

The fouling-resistant membranes studied in this thesis could potentially be of widespread

use in water filtration applications, especially in wastewater filtration and waste

reduction. For instance, the volume of an oily waste solution can be reduced by 90% by

treatment with an ultrafiltration (UF) membrane [6]. Currently, membranes used in

industry are quickly fouled by proteins and fats in wastewater. This necessitates frequent

cleanings and, eventually, replacement of the membrane. Moeckel reports that "cleaning

and membrane replacement contribute up to 50% of the operating costs or 30% of the

total costs of a typical UF membrane system" [8]. This is a costly problem, and the

development of more fouling-resistant membranes would allow the water filtration

industry to cut cleaning and replacement expenses.

Previous research has introduced a self-organizing, fouling-resistant membrane that, even

after harsh cleaning, can "heal" itself and present a fresh, fouling-resistant surface with a

simple heat treatment in water [9, 10]. The research described in this thesis is needed to

determine if this new technology is appropriate for use in wastewater filtration, in which

fouled membranes are cleaned with harsh chemicals. It also investigates the regenerative

capacity of these membranes, i.e. how often the membrane surface can renew itself

before its capacity is exhausted.
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2.1. Membrane Basics

2.1.1. Overview

Membranes take a variety of forms (polymer or ceramic, neutral or charged), but

generally, a synthetic membrane is a device that "separates two phases and restricts the

transport of various chemical species in a rather specific manner" [7]*. Although

membranes come in many different forms, this thesis will focus on polymer membranes

used to treat aqueous feed solutions, yielding an aqueous permeate.

The goal for most membrane applications is to maximize permeate flux while retaining

selectivity. A variety of driving forces exist that can affect flux through a membrane,

including electric fields and concentration gradients [7], but hydrostatic pressure is the

dominant force in membrane-based water purification [13].

Table 2.1. A partial list of synthetic membranes used in water filtration
Sources: rll. [6l. [71. r14-171.

* General information on membranes is available in [5], [11], and [12].

14

Separation Process
Microfiltration Ultrafiltration Reverse Osmosis

Symmetric microporous Asymmetric microporousMembrane Asymmetric "skin type"
membrane, 0.1 to 10 micron membrane, 1 to 10 nm pore membrane
pore radius radius

Important Controlled pore sizes and Controlled pore sizes and Consistent material
Feature uniform distribution uniform distribution properties

Common Poly(vinylidene fluoride) Cellulose acetate, PVDF, Cellulose acetate,
Materials (PVDF), polysulfone polysulfone, polypropylene polyamides

Hydrostatic pressure difference Hydrostatic pressure Hydrostatic pressure
Driving Force 0.1 to 1 bar difference 0.5 to 5 bar difference 20 to 100 bar

Method of Sieving mechanism due to pore Solution-diffusion
Separation radius and absorption Sievig mechanism

Sample Sterile filtration, clarification, Separation of macromolecular Separation of salt and
emulsions heavy metals from aqueousApplications suspensions, emulsions solutions, emulsionsfrom aqueous

solutions



Psuedomonas Staphylococcus

Na+ Hemoglobin diminuta bacteria (gm)
, ,RNnmI

(0.4nm) (7nm) " ......

H20 l Sucrose Flu virus
(0.2nm) (1 nm) (100nm)

0 0 0 0
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n. ul

\I uVvuI II)

* i Conventional
Filtration

Microfiltration

Ultrafiltration

Reverse Osmosis

0.1 m lOnm 10nm im l0nm m 1 m 1m

Pore diameter

Figure 2.1. A comparison of particle size and membrane type
Adapted from [13].

Filtration membranes are classified based on their average pore size or the sizes of

particles they allow through (Figure 2.1). The main membrane types are: microfiltration

(MF), ultrafiltration (UF), and reverse osmosis (RO). Their characteristics are described

in Table 2.1.

2.1.2. Membrane Transport Mechanisms

The rate of transport of a solute across a membrane is determined by two factors: mobility

and concentration of the solute within the membrane. Mobility is determined by the size

and physical traits of the solute, while its concentration in the membrane is decided by

the affinity of the solute for the membrane material [7].

There are three types of membrane transport: passive, facilitated, and active. In all types

of transport, there is a chemical potential gradient created by differences in hydrostatic
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pressure, concentration, electrical potential, and temperature. Facilitated and active

transport involve solute transport against the gradient, which requires energy input [7].

This research is concerned only with passive transport, where solutes move along a

gradient created mainly by a difference in hydrostatic pressure.

Table 2.2. Selected applications for MF, UF, and RO
Sources: [6], [12], [33], [34].
Membrane Type Applications
Microfiltration Water: drinking water, municipal sewage and non-sewage waste treatment

Biotechnology: cell harvesting, clarification of HPLC samples and viral solutions,
sterilization of additives and DNA solutions, plasma separation and blood
oxygenation

Industry: surfactant recovery in carwashes, filtering latex paints, removal of heavy
metal hydroxides, lignin and oil-water effluents in waste, hydrocarbon separations,
coal liquids

Food/Beverage: clarification of cheese whey, defatting of milk, clarification of
wine, beer, juice, and vinegar, purification of dextrose from corn

Ultrafiltration Water: high purity water, gray water (domestic water), small scale water reuse,
drinking water, municipal sewage treatment

Biotechnology: enzyme recovery, protein harvesting (algae/plankton)

Industry: paint, dye and latex recovery from waste, concentration of oily emulsions
to reduce pollution, pulp and paper mills, petroleum processing, abattoirs (recovery
of blood fractions)

Food/Beverage: fractionation of milk for cheese manufacture, fractionation of
cheese whey and increased cheese yield, specialty milk products, fruit juice
processing and clarification, concentration of gelatin, recovery of soy proteins in
soybean processing

Reverse Osmosis Water: desalination, ultrapure water, potable water, removal of environmental
pollutants from water

Industry: reuse and recovery of metals, dye recovery in textiles, water reuse in pulp
and paper industry, boiler feedwater for power generation, treatment of percolation
water, removal of heavy metals, treatment of industrial emulsions

Food/Beverage: preconcentration of milk and whey, specialty milk products, fruit
juice processing, concentration of sweeteners

2.1.3. Membrane Applications

In addition to being used in water purification [18, 19], membranes also have applications

in the food industry [20-23], water softening [24], drug delivery [25, 26], and
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fractionation of molecules [10, 22]. Additionally, many researchers are investigating pH-

sensitive membranes [27-32]. Table 2.2 details more examples of membrane

applications.

2.1.4. Membrane Architectures

Commercially-available membranes tend to be either homogeneous or asymmetric

(Figure 2.2). Homogeneous membranes have pores that are roughly the same size

throughout the membrane's thickness. This is not the case for asymmetric membranes,

which are composed of two parts: (1) a thin film (0.1 to 1 micron thick) with small pores

that control selectivity atop (2) a thick, highly porous supporting layer that provides

mechanical strength and increased permeate flux. Asymmetric membranes are important

in water purification processes and can be made of one material (non-composite) or a

combination of materials (composite). Non-composite asymmetric membranes are made

via immersion precipitation, as described below. Thin film composite membranes are

generally made by interfacial polymerization of a selective polymer layer on top of a

porous membrane, followed by cross-linking [7].

0O0
0 

o 0 0
o

f O

0

Ins\ rX~~~B

0 0 0 0 0
00

LEZ°
0 ,

(a) Asymmetric Membrane (b) Symmetric Membrane
Figure 2.2. Filtration characteristics of asymmetric and symmetric membranes
Symmetric membranes are also known as homogeneous membranes. Adapted from [7].

Porous membranes can be made in a variety of ways, including track etching, sintering,

stretching, and phase inversion [5, 7]. Phase inversion by immersion precipitation is the

most important fabrication method for polymer membranes and is also known as the
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Loeb-Sourirajan process (Figure 2.3). It involves submerging a film (20 to 200 microns

thick [7]) of polymer solution into a bath of nonsolvent. The nonsolvent invades the film,

causing it to separate into a solid polymer phase and a liquid solvent phase, creating pores

as the solvent leaves [5]. Immersion precipitation tends to yield membranes with

asymmetric structures. Pore traits can be controlled by adding salts or additives such as

glycerol to the initial polymer solution or by varying the temperature and composition of

the casting bath [7, 35].

Casting
Cl.. in Doctor

Figure 2.3. The immersion precipitation process
(1) A polymer solution is introduced to the apparatus, (2) Solution is cast onto a moving
belt using a doctor blade, (3) Solvent evaporation occurs (optional), (4) Immersion of the
film in a nonsolvent, causing polymer precipitation, (5) Heat treatment in another
nonsolvent bath (optional), (6) Rinsing and rolling. Adapted from [9].

2.1.5. Membrane Modules

The main goal of a filtration apparatus is to expose the feed solution to as much

membrane area as possible [13]. Cost and scalability are also concerns. In small

laboratory situations, dead-endfiltration tends to be used because of its simplicity. In

this approach, the feed solution is forced through a membrane, with foulants being left

behind in a cake on the surface of the membrane (Figure 2.4). Unfortunately, this leads

to rapid fouling, so dead-end filtration is only feasible for small-scale experiments [33].

Industrial applications generally use cross-flowfiltration. Cross-flow filtration is more

complicated and expensive to set up, but it is less susceptible to fouling and gives greater

permeate throughput. Types of cross-flow filtration modules include spiral wound,

hollow fiber, plate and frame, capillary, and tubular [33].
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Figure 2.4. Diagrams of dead-end and cross-flow filtration
The diagrams show the tendency of dead-end filtration to foul rapidly. Adapted from
[13].

Spiral wound modules (Figure 2.5) are the most popular because they are compact and

inexpensive to manufacture and replace [13]. They were originally developed for RO but

are now used in UF and MF as well. They consist of a series of membrane envelopes

wrapped around a perforated tube, which carries the permeate out of the module [36].

Hollow fiber modules (Figure 2.6) are also popular, but because of their high fouling

susceptibility, they are not used in many UF applications [36]. Plate andframe are

among the oldest types of modules, and they are rarely used in UF or RO because of

leaks and expense [36]. Capillary modules are mostly used for ultrapure water UF [13].

Tubular modules (Figure 2.7) are used most often for UF in industry due to their fouling

resistance, but they are expensive compared to the other module types [36].

Although cross-flow filtration is preferable to dead-end filtration in industrial contexts,

dead-end filtration is used in this research because of its simplicity and convenience.

Because "dead-end filtration would be a worst-case operating condition" [13], it seems

safe to assume that any filtration results in this research could only be improved in a

cross-flow filtration context.
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Figure 2.5. A spiral-wound membrane module
Adapted from [36].
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Figure 2.6. A hollow-fiber filtration module
Bore-side feed, used for pressures up to 150 psi. Adapted from [36].
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TUBULAR MODULE
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Figure 2.7. A tubular module
Diameters of 5-10 mm are common. Adapted from [36].

2.2. Fouling

2.2.1. Common Foulants

Foulants commonly encountered in wastewater include particulates (rocks, trash, small

aquatic animals, sand, algae, bacteria, viruses), colloids (oil) that cause cloudiness, and

solutes (ions, sugars, proteins, humic acids), which may impart color to the water [1, 37].

The macroscopic foulants can be removed by a simple sieving process, but the

microscopic components tend to be attracted to membrane surfaces, which leads to

clogging of pores and blocking of surfaces and eventually to a decrease in flux.

2.2.2. Fouling Theories

Fouling occurs due to a combination of many factors, and it is hard to determine exactly

how each factor contributes to experimentally observed flux decline. According to

Belfort, fouling is a combination of concentration polarization (the reversible buildup of

a solute near the surface of a membrane, which is independent of membrane properties)

and adsorption of the foulant onto the membrane surface and pores [33]. Some

interpretations of fouling follow this simple definition and credit the flux decline to three

sequential stages: (1) concentration polarization, (2) protein deposition, and (3) further
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deposition and consolidation of the fouling layer [38, 39]. Figure 2.8 schematically

depicts the flux decline profile explained by this theory.

Other theories are more complicated, as shown in Figure 2.9. But the general consensus

is that fouling is due to a buildup of a solute (normally protein) at a membrane's surface

and in its pores. In UF, the fouling tends to be mainly on the surface (although

researchers have observed protein penetration into the membrane pores as well [40]),

while in MF, fouling occurs in the pores as well as at the surface, which leads to a much

faster incapacitation of the membrane [39]. Additionally, the morphology of the pores

affects the rate of flux decline. Straight-through pores, such as those obtained by track

etching, exhibit a faster decline in flux than interconnected pores because the latter allow

the flow to redirect itself around a blockage [41]. A depiction of various types of fouling

can be found in Figure 2. 10.

THE STAGES OF FLUX DECLINE

Jwater

STAGE 1: Flux loss due to concentration polarization

x

STAGE 2: Flux loss due to protein deposition

STAGE 3: Flux loss due to particle deposition or 
consolidation of the fouling material

Time (min)
Figure 2.8. The three stages of flux decline
Adapted from [39].
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Figure 2.9. The stages of flux decline of the Belfort model
Adapted from [33].
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Figure 2.10. Types of fouling
Adapted from [13].
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It is important to note that an initial decline in flux for a newly-manufactured membrane

may be due to compaction of the membrane's pore structure, so it is useful to run a pure
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water feed through new membranes prior to fouling to rule out compaction as a factor in

flux decline.

2.2.3. Solutions to the Fouling Problem

It has been established that hydrophilic surfaces foul less quickly than hydrophobic ones

[42, 43]. However, hydrophilic membrane materials tend to be mechanically weak and

undesirable for high-pressure applications such as UF. Therefore, it is desirable to impart

hydrophilic characteristics to the surfaces of hydrophobic membranes (such as

poly(vinylidene fluoride) (PVDF) and polysulfone), in order to combine the fouling

resistance of a hydrophilic surface with the strength of a hydrophobic bulk material.

Techniques for increasing the surface hydrophilicity of hydrophobic membranes include:

* modification of the bulk membrane material [8, 44, 45]

* graft polymerization of the membrane surface [14, 27, 46-56]

* post-fabrication coatings [15, 57]

* adsorption of hydrophilic species onto the surface [42, 58]

* use of additives in the casting solution [15, 59]

* use of hydrophilic materials in the bulk, such as modified cellulose acetate [60]

These approaches, although effective, have a number of drawbacks. Most require

additional fabrication steps, which increase the cost of membrane fabrication. Also, the

effectiveness of the hydrophilic component diminishes over time, due to dissolution into

the feed solution. Finally, all of these membranes foul eventually, and harsh cleaning can

wear away any remaining surface treatments.

In addition to modifying membranes prior to filtration, approaches such as backwashing

and cleaning can be used post-fouling to restore high flux. Shear flow has been

investigated as a means of removing foulants from membranes, in the form of increased

cross flow velocity and/or backwashes [23, 38]. Chemical cleaning approaches are also

used and vary depending on the type of foulant. Oils and fats are treated with detergents,
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proteins with enzymes and alkaline detergents, and inorganic salts with acids or bases

[61]. It is also common to use harsh acid washes and scrubbing to remove foulants from

membrane surfaces and pores. However, this causes increased deterioration of the

membrane, which leads to higher replacement costs [19, 21, 33, 42].

No matter what the post-fouling approach, initial flux cannot be completely recovered. A

small amount of irreversible fouling occurs over time, as shown in Figure 2.11.

B

a)

vwCI-U,

CM~ 
It

B B B CC

Irreversible Fouling

Time
Figure 2.11. An example plot of pressure versus time for a UF device
B = backwash, CC = chemical cleaning. The time between backwashes is normally on
the order of 30 minutes. As is shown, fouling occurs over time, and neither backwashing
nor cleaning can completely reverse it. Adapted from [9].

Although a combination of pretreatment and cleaning can be effective against fouling,

most hydrophilic surface treatments cannot withstand multiple cleanings. It is desirable

to have a hydrophilic surface component that will not wash away over time and can

recover from harsh cleaning treatments. Amphiphilic comb polymer additives may

satisfy this need.
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2.2.4. Comb Polymers and Fouling Prevention

Previous research in the Mayes group (upon which the current research is based) has used

amphiphilic comb polymer additives to reduce membrane fouling. A small percentage of

additive is mixed with the bulk casting solution. During immersion precipitation, the

comb self-segregates to the membrane surface and internal pore surfaces, making them

hydrophilic, thus preventing fouling. The comb is entangled with the bulk material and is

water insoluble, so it does not leave the surface over time as some other hydrophilic

treatments do. Additionally, if the comb at the surface is depleted because of harsh

cleaning, a simple aqueous annealing step can be used to replenish the supply of

functional comb at the surface [10].

2.3. Comb Polymers

2.3.1. Block Copolymers

A block copolymer is a macromolecule composed of two types of polymer chains. Block

copolymers can be linear, branched or hyper-branched (stars/dendrimers). The research

described in this thesis involves a random copolymer composed of a hydrophobic

component (e.g. poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) or poly(methyl acrylate) (PMA))

and a hydrophilic component (poly(oxyethylene methacrylate) (POEM)) to form a

branched or comb-like structure, with the hydrophobic component forming the backbone

and the hydrophilic side chains forming the "teeth" of the comb.

R1i CH3

I I Ri

- CH2 - C--M CH2-C 

i IO
OCH3 O CH2-CH2- O+R2

Figure 2.12. Chemical structures of P(MMA-r-POEM)

PMMA-r-HPOEM
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D(MMA-r- AD(FM1A n

Figure 2.13. Cartoon of the relative length of comb teeth to backbone polymer
Cartoon is for the P(MMA-r-POEM) used in this research (8.6 mol% POEM). Adapted
from [9].

The chemical structure and relative block lengths of the combs used in this research are

depicted in Figures 2.12 and 2.13.

2.3.2. Applications of Comb Polymers

Recently, amphiphilic comb polymers have been used in a variety of applications. They

are particularly interesting in the biomaterials field, as they can impart a bio-inert PEO

surface to a mechanically strong hydrophobic material, such as PVDF. Additionally,

their side chains can be end-modified with peptide sequences to promote directed

adhesion of cells to surfaces [62]. It is also possible to make membranes whose pore

diameters vary with solution pH, using a comb with acrylic acid side chains [63]. And

finally, as in this thesis, combs can be used to impart fouling-resistant surface chemistries

to separation membranes [9, 64].

In these separation membranes, the comb polymer is mixed with the bulk component in

solution prior to membrane fabrication. Because of its hydrophilic side chains, the comb

migrates to the membrane surface during immersion precipitation in a water bath, to

minimize surface energy. Thus, the comb imparts a high density of PEO chains to the

membrane surface and pores without any extra fabrication steps (Figure 2.14).
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Figure 2.14. Comparison
Adapted from [9].
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2.3.3. Material Properties

The bulk material used in the membranes described in this thesis is poly(vinylidene

fluoride) (PVDF), a hydrophobic polymer commonly used in industry [44]. It is used in

membranes because of its good chemical, mechanical, and thermal properties, but its

inherent hydrophobicity is a drawback [15]. Conveniently, P(MMA-r-POEM) comb can

be used to impart hydrophilicity to PVDF membranes.

The POEM component is the key to the comb's hydrophilicity. Its side chain,

poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO), has long attracted scientific interest because of its strong

hydrophilic nature. It has hydrogen bonding capabilities, which make its surface bio-

inert and protein-resistant. However, PEO is water soluble, so in order to be used in

water filtration applications without dissolving, it must be combined with a hydrophobic

block (in this case, PMMA).
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Although it is the unusual properties of the PEO that make the comb so useful in

preventing fouling, the PMMA backbone is necessary to prevent dissolution of the PEO

and to entangle the comb with the PVDF matrix. Because PMMA is miscible with PVDF

[59, 65], it is a natural choice for the hydrophobic component in the comb. Other

hydrophobic components that are miscible with PVDF, such as PMA [65], also hold

potential.

2.4. Research Goals

Previous research by Jonathan Hester in this laboratory showed that a PVDF membrane

with 10 wt% P(MMA-r-POEM) comb additive was able to largely regain its comb

surface coverage and fouling resistance after a harsh cleaning by simply annealing the

membrane in 90°C water for 12 hours. The goal of this thesis research was to continue

this line of investigation and determine the extent of the comb-modified membranes'

regenerative properties, for PVDF membranes incorporating P(MMA-r-POEM) as well

as P(MA-r-POEM).
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Chapter 3. Experimental Methods: P(MMA-r-POEM)/PVDF Blend Membranes
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3.1. Overview

The regenerative properties of blend membranes containing P(MMA-r-POEM) comb

additive were evaluated using two different cleaning solutions. One was a heated

solution of hydrogen peroxide, and the other was a much stronger concentrated acid bath.

After each cleaning session, membranes were annealed in water to bring new comb to the

surface. Samples were analyzed by x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) to determine

their surface compositions and susceptibility to fouling. Additionally, filtration

membranes were fabricated and their flux measured using a simple dead-end cell setup,

with pure water and BSA feed solutions.

3.2. Membrane Manufacture

3.2.1. Polymer Solutions

Blend membranes for regeneration experiments were made by immersion precipitation.

Polymer casting solutions were made by combining appropriate amounts of

poly(vinylidene fluoride) (PVDF) in solution, comb in solution, and any pore-forming

agents necessary, then stirring until homogeneous. The P(MMA-r-POEM) comb additive

was made via free radical synthesis by Daniel Pregibon in the Griffith Lab at MIT, and its

properties are outlined in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1. Properties of the P(MMA-r-POEM) comb used in blend membranes
As reported by D. Pregibon. Molecular weight is based on polystyrene (PS) standards.

Sample Name DCPLB003 Mw (g/mol) 30,000
Amt. MMA 67 wt% Amt. HPOEM526 (n=10) 33 wt%
Polydispersity 4.7 Purity > 99%
Water solubility Not soluble Units of PMMA:POEM 10.7 : 1

Membranes were made from the same basic mixture of comb, PVDF, and solvent (either

dimethyl formamide (DMF) or N-methyl pyrrolidone (NMP)), but a variety of casting

solutions were used. Table 3.2 provides solution compositions.
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Table 3.2. Casting solutions for P(MMA-r-POEM)/PVDF blend membranes
The same P(MMA-r-POEM) comb was used for all membranes (DCPLB003).

Casting Solution Comrnosition (wt%) Expected wt% comb
Solution PVDF Comb Glycerol Solvent in bulk (,b)

1 10% PVDF2 7 5k 1% -- 89% DMF 10

2 17% PVDF 2 75k 2% 2% 79% DMF 10

3 17% PVDF534 k 2% 2.5% 78.5% NMP 11

3.2.2. Filtration Membranes

The goal in fabricating filtration-quality (F-series) membranes was a defect-free

asymmetric membrane structure. After a blend solution had been prepared, it was filtered

through a 1 micron glass microfiber filter (Whatman 25mm GD/X, Clifton NJ) to remove

any dust particles. The filtered solution was then degassed at 40-600 C for 2 or more

hours to remove any bubbles that might cause defects. Next, the solution was poured

onto a 3 3/8" x 5" first surface optical mirror (Edmund Scientific Co., Barrington, NJ). It

was spread to a uniform thickness using a cylindrical casting bar (Ref. [9], Appendix E

provides fabrication details) with an 8-mil (0.008") gate size. The mirror and polymer

film were immediately immersed in a deionized water (dW, Millipore MilliQ, 18.2 M.Q

cm) bath at 90C. The membrane was left in the bath for 10 minutes after it had

separated from the mirror surface, then immersed in a room temperature dW bath for 30

minutes, and finally allowed to air dry.

3.2.3. Surface Analysis Membranes

Surface analysis (S-series) membranes were analyzed by XPS only. Since they were

never used for filtration, only the surface composition was considered important-the

morphology of the membranes did not have to be carefully controlled. Because these

membranes did not need to be defect-free, their fabrication process was less complicated

than for filtration membranes. The blend solution was poured into a Teflon dish, allowed

to level itself, then immersed in a 90°C dW bath to promote the segregation of comb to

the surface. The dish and membrane were allowed to sit in the bath for roughly ten

minutes, then they were removed and the membrane air-dried. For regeneration trials, the

membrane was subsequently annealed at 90°C in dW for 24 hours to ensure a uniform
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distribution of comb at the surface. Table 3.3 provides fabrication parameters for both

types of membranes.

Table 3.3. Membrane fabrication parameters
F = filtration-quality membrane, S = surface analysis membrane.

Membrane Solution Bath Temp (degrees C) Casting/Prep Details
S-040204 1 90
F-040301 1 90 8-mil gate
F-040310 2 90 8-mil gate
F-040317 3 90 8-mil gate
F-040324
F-040505

3.3. Regeneration Experiments

Regenerative studies were done on blend membranes to gauge how well the membrane

could recover from chemical cleaning, both strong and weak. Studies involved a number

of rounds of cleaning, each followed by an annealing round. The cleaning round was

expected to degrade the membrane surface and decrease fouling resistance, and the

annealing round was expected to bring new comb to the surface and aid in recovery from

fouling. After each cleaning or annealing step, a small sample was reserved for use in

XPS and static fouling tests.

3.3.1. Cleaning

Separate studies involving two different cleaning solutions (one mild and one harsh) were

conducted on P(MMA-r-POEM)/PVDF blend membranes. The cleaning procedures are

as follows:

Mild Cleaning Conditions: The membrane sample was stirred for one hour in a 40°C

solution of 10% hydrogen peroxide (30% H202, Baker) in dW.
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Harsh Cleaning Conditions: The membrane sample was left to sit for 30 minutes (or

longer, as indicated), unstirred, in a room temperature bath of concentrated chromic-

sulfuric acid (Chromerge, VWR).

Following both types of cleaning, the samples were rinsed thoroughly with deionized

water and allowed to air dry.

3.3.2. Annealing

Membranes designated as "annealed" in this thesis were processed by stirring gently in a

dW bath at 90°C for a specified period, normally 18 hours. Annealing has been shown to

bring more comb to the surface of the membrane [9], which would be expected to

enhance fouling resistance.

3.3.3. Static BSA Fouling

All regeneration samples were tested to determine their relative fouling susceptibility. A

small piece of each sample was submerged in a solution of approximately 2 mg/mL

bovine serum albumin (BSA, Sigma-Aldrich A-7906) in phosphate-buffered saline

solution (PBS, 1 packet/liter of house dW). The protein concentration was consistent

within each trial, but it varied somewhat between trials. The sample was left to sit in the

fouling solution for one hour, then rinsed twice with PBS, twice with house dW, and

allowed to air dry. After this, the sample was analyzed by XPS to determine the amount

of nitrogen present on the surface.

3.4. Characterization Methods

3.4.1. X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, Kratos Analytical Axis Ultra, Manchester

England) was used to determine the surface composition of the membranes (specifically
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the amount of comb and PEO at the surface and the degree of fouling) with the beam

normal to the sample surface. First, samples were pumped down to ultra-high vacuum,

then X-rays from a monochromatic aluminum target (Al Ka, 1487 eV) bombarded the

surface, and the resulting ejected core electrons were used to determine the elemental

composition of the sample surface [66].

Survey runs (between electron binding energies of 0 and 1100 eV) were used to

determine the range of elements present at a sample's surface. Typically, C, F, and O

appeared in the spectra (Table 3.4 gives their typical binding energies). Nitrogen and

other trace elements were also observed for fouled samples. Each survey was the average

of at least two sweeps, to improve spectral resolution.

Table 3.4. Typical binding energies of element electrons in XPS
The energies can be shifted by charge buildup in the sample or by elemental binding
environments.

Element/Orbital Binding Energy (eV)
F s 686
Ols 531
N ls 398
C ls 284
Si 2s 152

High-resolution C s spectra (between 279 and 302 eV) were obtained in order to

determine the relative amount of comb and/or PEO at the surface of the membranes.

These high-resolution spectra reveal the different types of carbon bonds that exist at the

sample surface, as well as the relative amounts of these bond types. Each spectrum

involved at least three sweeps, and in most cases, multiple spectra were taken at different

locations on the sample and the results averaged together. The spectra were fitted using

CasaXPS software. The method used to calculate comb content is outlined in Appendix

A.

Example survey and high-resolution XPS spectra are shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.2.
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Biing Energy (OV)

Figure 3.1. A typical XPS survey spectrum sample
Peaks are labeled with their element and electron shell.

K.

Binding Energy (eV)

Figure 3.2. A typical C Is high-resolution XPS spectrum sample
This spectrum is for PVDF. Peaks are caused by carbon in different chemical bonding
environments. The two left-hand peaks are from the two bonding environments of
carbon in PVDF. The rightmost peak (at 285 eV) is due to hydrocarbon fouling from the
XPS pump oil and appears in most spectra.

3.4.2. Filtration Experiments

Flux Apparatus Setup

An Amicon 8010 dead-end filtration cell (Beverly, MA) was used for all flux

experiments. It had a maximum pressure of 75 psi and a 10 mL capacity. The filtration

setup is depicted in Figure 3.3. This filtration cell accommodated membrane discs of
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diameter 25 mm (filtration area: 4.1 cm2). A specially-made circular die was used to cut

appropriately-sized pieces of membrane.

Figure 3.3. Low-pressure filtration setup
Includes a detail of the filtration cell.

In a typical filtration experiment, the membrane disc was pre-wet with dW for 10

minutes. Next, the filtration cell was assembled around the membrane and filled with

pure deionized water. The assembled cell was then attached to a large pressurizable

vessel, also holding dW. This vessel was manufactured by Millipore (Bedford, MA) (Cat

# XX6700P 10, maximum capacity 10L). A similar vessel (Cat # XX6700P01, maximum

capacity 1 Gallon) was used for fouling solutions, so that it was easy to exchange feed

solutions during an experiment.

Flux Calculations

Flux was calculated as the difference in collected permeate mass per unit time. The mass

of permeate was monitored, as was the time elapsed since the initial application of

pressure to the contents of the cell. Time-mass data points were collected roughly every

minute during a filtration. Flux was plotted as a function of average time (i.e., the

average of the two times used in the flux calculation described above). Flux was always

normalized by pressure, and in some cases by initial flux (for comparison purposes).

Flux Linearity and Compaction

Before all flux experiments, the linearity of the flux response with respect to pressure for

pure water was measured. Flux measurements were collected at three or more pressures,

and these were then normalized by pressure and plotted, to ensure that the flux varied
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linearly with applied pressure. Including the time required for these linearity

experiments, pure water was run through the membranes for a total of at least 30 minutes

prior to fouling experiments, to prevent flux decline due to membrane compaction from

obscuring fouling effects on the flux data.

Fouling with BSA

Fouling experiments used bovine serum albumin (BSA, Sigma-Aldrich, A-7906). A

concentration of 0.1 mg/mL BSA in PBS (in house dW) was used unless otherwise noted.

Following the pure water linearity measurements and compaction outlined above, the flux

of the BSA solution was measured. Specifically, the cell was filled with BSA solution, as

were the smaller feed vessel and tubing. The same operating pressure was used for the

compaction run and the fouling (this pressure was chosen based on the membrane's

initial flux, and was normally between 10 and 50 psi), and flux was measured for 30

minutes or more. Also, 1 mL permeate aliquots were collected at 1, 5, 10, and 20 minutes

after initial application of pressure and later characterized by ultraviolet (UV)

spectroscopy to determine the amount of BSA allowed through the membrane.

Following BSA filtration, the cell, feed vessel, and tubing were once again filled with

deionized water. Also, the cell was gently rinsed with dW to dislodge any weakly

attached protein from the membrane surface. The apparatus was reassembled, and pure

water flux was measured for at least 10 minutes.

BSA absorbs strongly at a wavelength of 279 nm, so UV spectroscopy was used to

determine the concentration of BSA in the permeate. Concentration standards of either 1

mg/mL or 0.1 mg/mL (depending on the feed solution) and 0 mg/mL (pure deionized

water) were used to determine permeate BSA concentrations (assuming a linear

relationship between absorption and concentration). A Cary 5E UV/Vis

spectrophotometer and disposable UV-transparent plastic cuvettes (Plastibrand

Disposable UV Cuvettes, 1.5 mL capacity, VWR cat. No. 7591 50) were used in these

experiments. At least three sets of data were collected for each sample and averaged.
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3.4.3. SEM of Membranes

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was used to visualize membrane morphological

features. Both the front (separation) surface and cross-section of each membrane were

imaged using SEM. Cross-sectional samples were obtained via freeze fracture by liquid

nitrogen (samples were immersed in liquid nitrogen for approximately 5 minutes, then

manually broken in half to reveal a fresh cross-section for analysis). Both types of

samples were mounted on a sample post using carbon tape, then coated with -100

angstroms of Au/Pd prior to imaging to prevent charge buildup. The data were collected

on a JEOL 6320 SEM with an accelerating voltage of 3 kV. Magnifications and scale

bars are given for each image. Typically, the cross-sectional samples were viewed at

1000x magnification, while the surface samples were viewed at 20,000x magnification.

3.4.4. Gas Sorption Surface Area Analysis

Membrane surface area was determined by Quantachrome Instruments (Boynton Beach,

FL) using gas sorption. The membrane sample (roughly 0.1 g) was allowed to outgas in a

vacuum at room temperature overnight. Subsequently, it was cooled to 77K, and the

surface area was determined using the multi-point Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET)

method [67]. Nitrogen gas was used as the adsorbate.
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Chapter 4. Experimental Methods: P(MA-r-POEM)/PVDF Blend Membranes
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4.1. Overview

The flux and fouling resistance of P(MA-r-POEM) comb-enhanced PVDF membranes

made by Pall Corporation were tested. P(MA-r-POEM) is of interest because it would be

expected to yield membranes that wet better than those containing P(MMA-r-POEM).

Flux was tested using pure water, BSA, and oil/water emulsions. Membranes were

subsequently characterized via SEM and XPS and their rejection coefficients found using

UV/Vis spectroscopy. Also, the comb itself was tested to determine its fouling resistance

and water solubility.

4.2. Membrane Manufacture

All P(MA-r-POEM)/PVDF blend membranes were manufactured by Pall Corporation

using a proprietary procedure. Membranes were made from a mixture of PVDF and one

of two different compositions of P(MA-r-POEM) comb additive. The first membrane,

referred to here as Pall 1, reportedly had pores roughly 0.1 inm in size and was made with

a high molecular weight (MW) comb additive. The second membrane, Pall 2, was

reported to have pores 0.02 gm in size and used a lower MW additive. Pall probably

made these pore size estimates using size exclusion filtration. They also provided control

membranes, including ungrafted PVDF, which was an unmodified PVDF membrane, and

grafted PVDF, which was a PVDF membrane surface-grafted with a hydrophilic species,

most likely hydroxy-ethyl methacrylate.

4.3. Characterization Methods: Comb

In addition to providing membranes for filtration tests, Pall provided samples of the comb

polymers used in making the membranes. These combs were labeled AC403-5 ("low

MW") and AC403-1 1c ("high MW") and were received dissolved in N,N-

Dimethylacetamide (DMAc). Table 4.1 reports the information that accompanied each

comb sample.
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Table 4.1. Properties of Pall P(MA-r-POEM) comb solutions
As reported by Pall.

Name % DMAc Molecular Weight (g/mol)
AC403-5 ("low MW") 40 13,000
AC403-11 c ("high MW") 50 50,000 - 60,000

In order to characterize the polymers, it was desirable to isolate the comb in powder

form. This was accomplished by precipitating the comb from solution into cold diethyl

ether (-0°C) twice (the second time using tetrahydrofuran (THF) as the polymer solvent).

After the comb was isolated, it was subjected to the following analyses.

4.3.1. Gel Permeation Chromatography

Gel permeation chromatography (GPC) was used to verify the comb molecular weights.

The comb samples were dissolved in THF to make -5 mg/mL solutions. These solutions

were then filtered through a 0.2 micron filter, and molecular weight data was collected on

a Viscotek VE 2001 GPCmax. Molecular weights were determined based on polystyrene

(PS) standards.

4.3.2. CyQuant Cell Study

The CyQuant assay (Molecular Probes, C-7026) was used to determine the affinity of

cells for the pure comb polymers and was done by W. Kuhlman. First, a 10 mg/mL

solution of each comb was made in toluene. Next, the solution was spin-coated onto

silanized glass cover-slips and dried under vacuum overnight. The comb films were

exposed to a cell solution (20,000 WTNR6 cells in MEM-alpha medium) and incubated

for 24 hours. Samples were then washed with PBS and imaged via light microscopy.

Following this, the samples were subjected to the CyQuant assay to determine the extent

of cell proliferation.
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4.3.3. X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy

Comb films were spin-coated onto glass slides, as for the CyQuant study. These films

were then analyzed via XPS. For each sample, a survey and high-resolution C ls

spectrum were taken as described in Section 3.4.1. The spectra were analyzed to

determine the types of carbon bonds present as well as the elements present at the film

surface.

4.3.4. Nuclear Magnetic Resonance

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) was used to verify the chemical compositions of the

comb polymers. Comb was dissolved in d-CHC13 to give -20 mg/mL solutions. W.

Kuhlman performed the NMR data collection.

4.4. Characterization Methods: Membranes

4.4.1. Flux Experiments

Flux data were collected as for the P(MMA-r-POEM) membranes as described in Section

3.4.2, with additional oil/water fouling trials as described below. For the P(MA-r-

POEM) membranes, the BSA trials were done using a solution of 1 mg/mL BSA in house

dW, with no PBS added. The absence of PBS was not expected to have a large impact on

the membrane fouling.

Fouling runs also were done using oil/water microemulsions containing 1000 ppm oleic

acid and 1000 ppm triethanolamine in dW. The flux measurement process was the same

as that described for BSA. Oil/water permeates were studied by acquiring UVis

absorption spectra between 300 and 800 nm and observing the relative intensities of the

spectra in this range of wavelengths. A plot of concentration standards is included in

Appendix F.
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4.4.2. BCA Assay

A BCA (bicinchoninic acid) Assay (Pierce, 23235) was used to quantify protein affinity

for each membrane. Equally-sized samples of Pall 1, Pall 2, and ungrafted PVDF

membranes were incubated for 1 hour in a 1 mg/mL BSA/PBS solution. The samples

were then rinsed five times with PBS and left to air-dry. Next, the samples were treated

with BCA reagents, as were vials of BSA standards. Aliquots from each test tube were

transferred to a plate reader and subjected to a spectroscopic reading at 562 nm. More

information on this assay can be found in the Pierce Micro BCA Protein Assay Kit.
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Chapter 5. Results: P(MMA-r-POEM)/PVDF Blend Membranes
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5.1. Annealing Kinetics

Although previous research [9, 68] had shown that annealing increases the amount of

comb at the surface of a blend membrane, the kinetics of comb segregation had not been

studied methodically. To study these kinetics, multiple pieces of membrane S-040204

(bulk wt% comb (,,b) = 0.10, bulk vol% comb (0b) = 0.15) were annealed in 90°C dW

for varying amounts of time. The volume fraction of comb at the surface of each sample

(s) was determined by XPS, and the results are shown in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1. Annealing kinetics for P(MMA-r-POEM)/PVDF membrane
Plot of volume fraction of comb at the membrane surface (Q) versus the duration of
annealing. Each data point represents XPS spectra of between 3 and 5 locations per
sample.

The plot suggests that overnight annealing does not appreciably increase the comb

density at the surface of a membrane that has been cast at 900C, but it might cause the

distribution of comb to become more uniform. It appears that 10 minutes of exposure to

the 90°C water bath during casting is sufficient to achieve maximum comb density at the

surface.

From this plot, the equilibrium near-surface comb fraction appears to be between Us =

0.35 and 0.45 for the 10 wt% comb P(MMA-r-HPOEMi0)/PVDF blend membrane. For a

similar membrane containing 10 wt% P(MMA-r-POEM9 ) and cast at 900C, Hester found

that Os = 0.54. Any number of factors could explain this difference. It could be due to
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differences in casting solution compositions as well as differences in the combs used.

The casting solution for Hester's membrane (F-10-9k2-90) contained glycerol and used

NMP as a solvent, while S-040204 had no glycerol added and used DMF as its solvent.

These differences could affect the morphology of the cast membranes, including the ratio

of surface area to volume, leading to differences in surface coverage. Also, the two

membranes were cast differently (Hester's used a 20-mil gate, while S-040204 was

simply poured into a dish), although both were precipitated in a 90°C water bath.

Another possible explanation for the difference in comb coverage values is that the comb

additive used for Hester's membrane was slightly different than that used in S-040204.

Hester's comb used POEM9 as its hydrophilic component, while the comb currently

under inspection (DCPLB003) uses HPOEM10 . Also, the molecular weights and PEO

content of the two combs differ-DCPLB003 has a molecular weight of roughly 30,000

g/mol (by PS standards) and 33 wt% PEO, while Hester's comb had a molecular weight

of 63,300 g/mol and 51 wt% PEO. Thus, the comb used in Hester's investigation would

be expected based on kinetic [10] and thermodynamic arguments to exhibit higher

surface coverage.

Yet another possible contributor to the difference in comb coverage is that Hester's XPS

data were collected at a takeoff angle of 45 degrees, while the data in this thesis were

collected at an angle of 90 degrees. At a shallower takeoff angle, the X-rays don't

penetrate the sample as deeply and so give readings nearer to the surface, so the 45

degree takeoff data would be expected to show more comb, assuming the comb

preferentially segregates to the surface.

5.2. Regeneration Experiments

5.2.1. Hydrogen Peroxide Cleaning Studies

Hydrogen peroxide (H202) was used as a mild cleaning agent to test the regeneration

properties of membrane S-040204. Samples were cleaned in a 40°C solution of hydrogen
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peroxide for one hour, then annealed in dW at 90C for 18 hours. Results are discussed

below.

High-Resolution C Is Spectra

High-resolution XPS C s spectra of PVDF, comb, and blend (S-040204) samples before

and after cleaning with hydrogen peroxide are shown in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2. Comparison of XPS C s spectra for H2 0 2-cleaned samples
First row: pristine samples, second row: samples cleaned with H20 2, third row: samples
cleaned with H20 2 and then annealed 18h in 90°C water. The PEO C-O peak is marked
in the comb and blend spectra to show how it fluctuates with cleaning and annealing.

Ignoring the 285 eV hydrocarbon peak (which is affected by XPS pump oil fouling), the

surface composition of PVDF does not change noticeably with cleaning. Similarly, for

comb and blend membranes, the C-O peak (marked with an inverted triangle), which is

related to the amount of PEO at the surface, does not change appreciably in relative area
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before and after cleaning. In the comb spectra, the C-O peak comprises 56% of the peak

area before cleaning and 55% after cleaning (this is again ignoring the hydrocarbon

peak). Also, the ratio of the area of the C-O peak (a signal contributed solely by the PEO

chains) to that of the COO peak (contributed by the comb backbone) remains virtually

unchanged with cleaning and annealing, suggesting that the PEO chains are not being

hydrolyzed by the hydrogen peroxide. For the blend, the C-O peak is 11.5% of the

pristine sample, 15% of the cleaned sample, and 14% of the cleaned and annealed sample

(Appendix B contains peak-fitting details for these samples). These compositions are

nearly identical.

Based on the peak areas of the high-resolution C s spectra, it appears that exposure to

hydrogen peroxide does not significantly reduce the amount of comb or PEO at the

surface of a blend membrane. Thus, it would be expected that a regeneration experiment

using hydrogen peroxide as the cleaning agent would not show any difference between

cleaned and annealed samples, in terms of comb surface coverage. This is shown to be

the case in the next section.

Comparison of Surface Fouling and PEO/Comb Coverage

A regeneration experiment was conducted in which pieces of membrane S-040204, which

had previously been annealed for 24 hours to make the comb surface coverage more

uniform, were subjected to rounds of cleaning and annealing. Each cleaning round

involved exposure to 400 C hydrogen peroxide solution for 1 hour. During each

annealing round, the membranes were exposed to 90C dW for 18 hours. Samples were

removed after each cleaning and annealing step and analyzed by XPS.

The naming convention for regeneration samples is as follows: "pristine" is the

membrane before any cleaning or annealing (other than 24-hour pre-annealing), "clean 1"

is a sample taken after the first round of cleaning, "anneal 1" is a sample that has been

cleaned and then annealed once, "clean 2" is a sample that has been cleaned, annealed,

and cleaned again, and so on. Results from an XPS analysis of the cleaned and annealed
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samples (fouled and non-fouled) are given in Figure 5.3. Appendix A describes how the

values in each plot were calculated from the XPS data.
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Figure 5.3a. Measure of surface fouling in H202 regeneration study
The plot shows the relative amount of nitrogen on the surface of BSA-fouled samples.
The dotted line represents the expected pristine value. Each data point is an average of
three readings (i.e., one specimen was analyzed at three different locations to obtain a
given data point).
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Figure 5.3b. Measure of PEO at surface in H202 regeneration study
The plot shows the change in the ratio of the C-O peak area to the CF2 peak area, which
is related to the amount of PEO exposed on the surface. Each data point is an average of
three readings.
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Figure 5.3c. Measure of comb at surface in H202 regeneration study
The plot shows the amount of P(MMA-r-POEM) comb on the surface. Each data point
is an average of three readings.

First, it is useful to note that the pristine sample used in this study appears to deviate

somewhat from other samples of S-040204 that were studied. Based on other samples,

the expected pristine values for the plots in Figure 5.3 would be: nitrogen at surface -

100,000 CPS, ACO/AcF2 - 0.60, comb at surface - 45%. These values are indicated on

the plots with dotted lines. The deviance of the actual measured pristine values from

these expected values is most likely due to non-uniformity in comb coverage across the

membranes due to the hand-casting methods used.

Aside from the unusual results for the pristine sample, the remaining samples in this

regeneration study behaved as expected, showing no statistical difference between

cleaned and annealed samples. This agrees with the hypothesis that hydrogen peroxide

does not affect the comb additive and so does not change the membrane surface

characteristics upon cleaning.

It appears that hydrogen peroxide does not damage the PEO at the membrane surface

appreciably or systematically. Although this data doesn't reveal much information about

the membrane's regenerative properties, it suggests that the comb is resistant to mild
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cleaning agents, which is promising for its use in applications that don't require harsh

cleaning to maintain a high flux.

5.2.2. Chromerge Cleaning Studies

Concentrated chromic-sulfuric acid (Chromerge) was used to simulate long periods of

harsh cleaning, which might be used for membranes fouled with proteins and oils.

Chromerge is a mixture of chromic acid and concentrated sulfuric acid, and it is typically

used to clean organic films off of glassware in laboratory settings. This treatment was

previously shown by Hester to remove PEO from the surface of blend membranes and

cause increased membrane fouling [10].

High-resolution C Is Spectra

It is informative to look at the high-resolution C Is XPS spectra for the blend membrane

(S-040204) and its individual components before cleaning, after 30 minutes of cleaning

in Chromerge, and after annealing. These spectra are shown in Figure 5.4.

The PVDF spectrum doesn't appear to change at all after cleaning (aside from a small

decrease in the XPS pump oil fouling peak). This is to be expected, as Hester saw no

change in the PVDF surface composition with acid cleaning either, and PVDF is a

chemically resistant material. By contrast, the pure comb sample does change with

cleaning. Again, the peak at 285 eV (the rightmost peak) is a combination of C-H from

the comb backbone and fouling from the XPS pump oil, so it should not be considered

when comparing spectra. Ignoring the 285 eV peak, it can be seen that the C-O peak

(marked with an inverted triangle), arising from carbons in the PEO side chains,

decreases after cleaning relative to the other peaks (from 74% of the pristine area to 42%

of the cleaned area; Table B.3 gives more information). This is consistent with acid

hydrolysis of the PEO side chains in the comb. It also agrees with a similar experiment

done by Hester using pure P(MMA-r-POEM9). In this experiment, he observed a

decrease in the comb's C-O peak area (ignoring the hydrocarbon peak) from 67% to 62%

after 30 minutes of cleaning with Chromerge. If the hydrocarbon peak is taken into
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account, his observed change in area is 46% to 25%. Although Hester's observed C-O

decrease was less dramatic than in this thesis, it reinforces the hypothesis that Chromerge

damages PEO chains at the surface of a sample.
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Figure 5.4. Comparison of XPS C Is spectra for acid-cleaned samples
First row: pristine samples, second row: samples cleaned for 30 minutes with
Chromerge, third row: samples cleaned and then annealed 18 hours in 90°C water. The
PEO C-O peak is marked in the comb and blend spectra to show how it fluctuates with
cleaning and annealing.

It is also worth noting that the ratio of the C-O peak to the COO peak (data provided in

Section B.1) decreases greatly with 30-minute cleaning for the pure comb (Aco/Acoo

goes from 4.0 before cleaning to 1.8 after cleaning). The initial ratio is higher than

expected (for a comb with 33 wt% of a POEM block containing 10 ethylene oxide repeat

units, a ratio of roughly 3.3 would be expected), but this could be due to peak-fitting

uncertainty or preferential location of the backbone at the surface under vacuum. Despite

this slight inconsistency, the decrease in the ratio of C-O to COO is considerable,
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suggesting that the acid is hydrolyzing the PEO side chains, leaving the COO-containing

backbone intact.

Changes to the blend spectra can be explained by taking the pure PVDF and comb

spectra into consideration. Again, the C-O peak (marked) decreases with cleaning. After

annealing, it increases again, but not significantly. This is partially consistent with

regeneration of the comb at the surface as seen by Hester (ignoring the 285 eV peak, for a

5 wt% blend membrane, he observed C-O peak areas of: 20% for the pristine sample;

10% after cleaning; and a return to 20% after annealing). In the current experiment,

when the membrane is cleaned, the PEO is damaged, and the C-O signal decreases (from

20% to 13.5%), as expected. However, upon annealing, new comb does not appear to

migrate to the surface (the area of the C-O peak does not increase appreciably, starting at

13.5% for the cleaned blend and only increasing to 14% for the annealed sample, which

is not a statistically significant change). The failure of the PEO surface coverage to

increase upon annealing is possibly due to the membrane having a low equilibrium

surface coverage. Perhaps the pristine comb coverage was above that equilibrium, and so

the membrane did not return to that coverage upon annealing. Also, it is possible that

some comb PEO chains underwent only partial hydrolysis, remaining at the surface after

annealing and preventing new comb from surfacing, but giving a reduced PEO signal. Or

there could simply be insufficient comb density in the bulk to contribute to regeneration.

Another possibility is that a longer annealing period might be required to bring more

comb to the surface, so an experiment was undertaken in which a membrane (F-040324)

was cleaned for 30 minutes in Chromerge, then annealed for various lengths of time in

90°C water. The results are shown in Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5. Amount of PEO at membrane surface vs. annealing time after cleaning
A pristine membrane (F-040324) was cleaned in Chromerge for 30 minutes and
subsequently annealed for the times indicated. Each data point is an average of three
readings.

These results suggest that PEO coverage (and comb coverage, given in Appendix C)

decreases with initial annealing, instead of increasing. This is probably because the

initial coverage was higher than the equilibrium coverage. It was only with cleaning and

annealing that the membrane could achieve its equilibrium coverage, which happened to

be lower than the initial PEO surface coverage. This supports the explanation as to why a

large increase in PEO coverage was not observed in the blend spectra in Figure 5.4 with

annealing. It would be expected that a more dramatic difference between PEO coverage

of cleaned and annealed samples would be observed in subsequent rounds of cleaning

and annealing, once the equilibrium coverage had been attained.

Another possibility is that the hydroxy endgroups of the HPOEM chains cross-linked

during annealing, preventing the damaged comb from leaving the surface and new comb

from taking its place. However, the HPOEM comb itself was not observed to cross-link

when heated in 90°C water overnight (it dissolved easily in DMF both before and after

overnight heating), so this is probably not a contributing factor to the lack of comb

regeneration.
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It should be noted that membrane F-040324 was prepared differently than S-040204

(details are provided in Section 3.2)-most notably it was much thinner and so had less

comb available in the bulk for regeneration. However, the general composition was the

same, so the results are most likely applicable to the S-series membrane as well.

Acid Regeneration Trial I

Based on the previous results, it would be interesting to investigate what would happen

with multiple rounds of cleaning and annealing, once the comb surface coverage had

equilibrated. To investigate this, pieces of membrane S-040204 were pre-annealed for 24

hours, then subjected to multiple rounds of 30-minute cleaning in Chromerge interspersed

with 18-hour annealing in 90°C water. The results from XPS of the cleaned and annealed

membranes are shown in Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.6a. Measure of surface fouling in acid regeneration trial 1
This plot shows the relative intensity of the Nls peak in an XPS survey of BSA-fouled
samples. Each data point is an average of three readings.
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Figure 5.6b. Measure of PEO at surface in acid regeneration trial 1
This plot shows the change in the ratio of the C-O peak area to the CF2 peak area, which
is related to the amount of PEO exposed at the surface. Each data point is an average of
three readings.
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Figure 5.6c. Measure of comb at surface in acid regeneration trial 1
This plot shows the amount of P(MMA-r-POEM) comb on the surface of the samples.
Each data point is an average of three readings.

Figure 5.6a shows the amount of nitrogen at the surface of BSA-fouled samples. Pristine

and annealed samples (which are expected to have more intact PEO chains at their

surface than cleaned samples do) were generally found to foul less than cleaned samples,

even after four cleaning cycles. This can be explained by the degradation of PEO chains
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at the surface of cleaned samples by the harsh acid treatment. Loss of PEO causes

increased protein adsorption, leading to a higher N Is signal for cleaned membranes.

Figure 5.6b compares the relative amounts of PEO at the membrane surface, as indicated

by the ratio of the areas of the C-O peak (287 eV) and CF2 (PVDF) peak (291 eV). The

ratio of these two peak areas is related to the amount of PEO at the surface because the

only components of the membrane contributing to the C-O peak are the PEO side chains,

and the only component contributing to the CF2 peak is the PVDF bulk material. As the

amount of PEO at the surface increases, the ratio would be expected to increase. Figure

5.6b indicates that during the first round of cleaning and annealing, the amount of PEO at

the surface radically decreases, as expected from prior experiments. After this, it appears

that the annealed membranes have slightly more PEO at their surface than the cleaned

membranes do. This is consistent with the hypothesis that the PEO chains at the surface

reach an equilibrium coverage after the initial round of cleaning and annealing. Based on

Figure 5.6a, this new equilibrium coverage is not so low as to affect the fouling resistance

of the annealed membranes.

Figure 5.6c shows comb percentage values for each sample surface based on the comb

backbone's COO peak (these values are equivalent to Us * 100%). There appears to be a

slow decrease in the amount of comb at the surface of the membrane after each round of

cleaning and annealing. This can be explained by a depletion in the supply of excess

comb present in the bulk of the membrane. Also, the pattern observed in Figure 5.6c is

similar to that of Figure 5.6b, where the amount of PEO at the surface tends to be greater

for annealed membranes than for cleaned membranes.

A simple t-test comparing the cleaned and annealed samples for rounds 2-4 indicates that,

for an alpha level of 0.05, the differences between annealed and cleaned samples are

statistically significant for fouling, PEO, and comb values. For round 1, the differences

between cleaned and annealed samples are not statistically significant.
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Notably, the systematic decrease in comb in the annealed membranes is not directly

reflected in the fouling data in Figure 5.6a. Based on the amount of comb present at the

surface, the membrane after four annealing treatments would be expected to foul more

than after one anneal, but this is not the case. It is possible that the amount of fouling is

based not only on the amount of comb at the surface, but also on other unmeasured

factors, such as PEO-stripped comb remaining at the surface. Also, Hester et al. found

that a PVDF blend membrane containing 10 wt% of P(MMA-r-POEM) additive fouled

more than one containing 5 wt% additive, after cleaning with Chromerge [10]. This

suggests that the acid damages the comb, hydrolyzing the PEO chains, resulting in the

loss of fouling resistance, since membranes with more comb foul more after acid

treatment. If this is the case, it would explain why a membrane with more comb on its

surface (such as the "anneal 1" sample) could still foul more if the comb were damaged.

The plots in Figure 5.6 show a definite pattern in fouling, amount of PEO, and amount of

comb at the surface. Annealing improves fouling resistance and comb coverage after

harsh cleaning, which would extend the lifetime of the membrane and reduce costs.

Additionally, it appears that the membrane can maintain its fouling resistance after

multiple rounds of cleaning and annealing. Given that treatments in industry are

normally less harsh than the Chromerge treatment used here, the membrane should be

able to maintain its fouling resistance for an extended amount of time, with periodic

cleaning and annealing.

Acid Regeneration Trial 2

Since the membrane seemed to be able to regain its comb coverage following a brief

cleaning in acid, a second regeneration experiment with longer cleaning intervals was

performed to determine if the membrane could recover from this even harsher treatment.

Samples of S-040204 (pre-annealed for 24 hours) were subjected to rounds of 18-hour

cleaning in Chromerge, followed by 18-hour annealing. Results are shown in Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.7a. Surface fouling for acid regeneration trial 2
The intensity of the N is peak is approximated by the raw area of the peak. Each data
point is an average of three readings.
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Figure 5.7b. PEO at sample surfaces for acid regeneration trial 2
The amount of PEO at the surface is related to the areas of the C-O and CF2 peaks. Each
data point is an average of three readings.
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Figure 5.7c. Comb at the surface of samples from acid regeneration trial 2
The amount of comb at the surface is calculated using the area of the COO peak, as
described in section A.3. Each data point is an average of three readings.

This harsher regeneration trial gave the same general pattern of behavior as that involving

30-minute Chromerge cleaning, but with more dramatic differences between cleaned and

annealed samples. As can be seen from all three plots in Figure 5.7, cleaned samples

tend to foul more and have less PEO and comb at their surfaces than annealed samples.

Again, a t-test of all three plots indicates that the differences between cleaned and

annealed samples (excluding the round 1 values for PEO) are statistically significant, for

an alpha level of 0.05.

Although the differences between cleaned and annealed samples in both acid

regeneration trials were statistically significant, it would be useful to demonstrate more

decisively that annealing can cause new comb to come to the membrane surface after

cleaning. To do this, it was necessary to determine how extensive a cleaning would be

required to remove all the comb from the membrane surface and to find the amount of

annealing required to reach maximum comb coverage following complete removal of

comb from the surface. Once these two pieces of information had been obtained, a more

definitive regeneration trial could be conducted. Also, for this new trial, filtration (F-

series) membranes were used instead of the surface analysis (S-series) membrane, as the
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F-series samples are more similar to the membranes used in industry and would be more

useful to characterize.

Cleaning Kinetics Trial

First, it was necessary to determine how long an exposure to Chromerge would be needed

in order to strip all of the PEO from a membrane's surface (membrane F-040310 was

used). The results are shown in Figure 5.8 (additional results are provided in Appendix

C).
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Figure 5.8. Amount of PEO at a membrane surface vs. cleaning duration
A pristine membrane (F-0403 10) was cleaned in Chromerge for varying lengths of time,
as indicated on the plot, and the relative amount of PEO at its surface was determined.
Each data point is an average of three readings.

The plot in Figure 5.8 is slightly misleading, as it suggests that PEO does not entirely

disappear from the membrane's surface, even after two weeks of cleaning. This is due to

noise in the XPS spectra as well as to peak-fitting uncertainties; because of these

problems, C ls high-resolution spectra can't be fit perfectly. This is illustrated in Figure

5.9. By comparing the cleaned blend spectrum in Figure 5.9b to the pure PVDF spectrum

in Figure 5.9a, it is clear that after two weeks of cleaning, even though ACO/AcF2 is not

found to be zero by peak-fitting, there is no PEO left at the surface of the membrane. In

fact, if a pure PVDF spectrum is fit using the same peaks as are used for blend

membranes, it is determined to have Aco/AcF2 0.10 and roughly 11% comb at the
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surface. Clearly, neither of these results is accurate, as pure PVDF has no comb at its

surface. This demonstrates that the processes of peak fitting and surface analysis have an

inherent uncertainty. Because of this uncertainty, it is assumed that any values of

Aco/AcF2 near or below 0.10 and any comb coverage values of 10% or less are equivalent

to zero PEO/comb at the surface.

toa.
U

Binding Energy (eV) Binding Energy (eV)

Figure 5.9. Comparison of pure PVDF and cleaned blend membrane
(a) pristine PVDF, (b) Membrane F-0403 10, cleaned in Chromerge for 14 days. Peak
fitting incorrectly suggests that for (a) ACo/AcF2 = 0.08 and %comb = 11, while for (b)
Aco/AcF2 = 0.09 and %comb = 5. In reality, both have Aco/AcF2 = 0 and have 0% comb
at their surfaces.

With this caveat in mind, it appears that all PEO has been removed from the membrane

surface after only 47 hours of exposure to Chromerge. Since no samples were taken

earlier than 47 hours, it is not known exactly when the last of the PEO is removed from

the surface. Based on this and other cleaning experiments, the complete removal of PEO

occurs somewhere between 18 hours of cleaning (when ACo/AcF2 - 0.20) and 47 hours.

It was decided that a cleaning duration of 24 hours would remove sufficient PEO (if not

all, then almost all of it), and would be an acceptable cleaning cycle duration for the third

regeneration trial.

Annealing Kinetics Trial

Once it had been decided that a cleaning duration of 24 hours would remove nearly all of

the PEO from the membrane surface, the next step was to determine how much annealing
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is necessary to attain the maximum amount of comb regeneration. A membrane (F-

040324) was cleaned in Chromerge for 24 hours, then annealed in 90°C water for varying

lengths of time. The results are shown in Figure 5.10 (Appendix C includes

supplementary data).
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clean)

Figure 5.10. PEO coverage vs. annealing time following a 24-hour cleaning
The membrane sample was cleaned in Chromerge for 24 hours (this is the data point
labeled t = 0), then annealed for varying lengths of time. Each data point is an average of
three readings.

From this data, it appears that maximum PEO coverage is attained after approximately 30

hours of annealing, although it may increase slightly as time goes on. Based on this

result, an annealing duration of 48 hours was used in the extended regeneration study, to

be certain that the annealing time was long enough.

Acid Regeneration Trial 3

With the results of the cleaning and annealing kinetics trials in hand, a third regeneration

study was conducted. A membrane (F-040505) was exposed to rounds of cleaning and

annealing, consisting of 24 hours of cleaning with Chromerge followed by 48 hours of

annealing in 90°C water. The results are shown in Figure 5.11.
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Figure 5.11a. Surface fouling for acid regeneration trial 3
The fouling is related to the area of the N s peak. Each data point is an average of three
readings.
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Figure 5.11lb. PEO at surface for acid regeneration trial 3
The relative amount of PEO can be determined by a comparison of the areas of the C-O
peak and the PVDF CF2 peak. Each data point is an average of three readings.
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Figure 5.11c. Surface comb coverage for acid regeneration trial 3
The % comb value is based on the area of the COO peak, a signal that only comes from
the comb backbone. Each data point is an average of three readings.

In this regeneration trial, cleaned samples are once again observed to have less comb and

PEO coverage than annealed samples do. Strangely, the fouling does not seem to follow

a given pattern, which is unexpected given the results from the previous regeneration

trials. This will be discussed later.

Focusing on Figures 5.1 lb and 5.1 lc, it appears that nearly all of the comb and PEO are

stripped from the surface with 24-hour cleaning. The "clean 3" sample appears to have

zero comb remaining (based on the assumption made earlier that a sample with 10%

comb or less actually had no comb at its surface), while the other cleaned samples might

have some remnants of comb present. Samples "anneal 1" and "anneal 2" exhibit

regeneration of both PEO and comb overall, with slightly less regeneration for "anneal

2". "Anneal 3" does not exhibit the same regeneration, which could be explained by the

hypothesis that as surface comb is repeatedly removed, the bulk comb must travel farther

to reach the surface. Longer annealing might be required following each subsequent

cleaning round, to achieve the same degree of regeneration. This is consistent with the

fact that the amount of comb at the surface seems to increase again with "anneal 4".
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A simple t-test (alpha level of 0.05) comparing the cleaned and annealed samples in

rounds 1-2 indicates that the differences between annealed and cleaned samples for the

Aco/AcF2 and comb values are statistically significant. This is not the case for the N Is

values, as noted above. Fluctuations in the N Is intensity values are probably due to

experimental error and not due to any actual difference in fouling susceptibility between

samples. This lack of a fouling trend is unexpected, as previous trials demonstrated

increased fouling for cleaned samples. Here, all samples other than pristine foul equally

much.

Two possible explanations for this fouling behavior come to mind. First, it is possible

that the amount of PEO at the surface of annealed samples is not sufficient to impart

fouling resistance. Hester previously found that blend membranes with 30% or more

comb coverage were fouling-resistant. Here, annealed samples have roughly 30% comb

coverage, but the comb used has lower PEO content than that used by Hester. It is

possible that the annealed samples simply didn't have quite enough PEO at their surfaces

to convey fouling resistance to the membrane. However, in regeneration trials 1 and 2,

fouling resistance was observed for annealed samples with less than 30% comb at their

surfaces, so this hypothesis doesn't seem to bear out.

The second possibility is that the comb at the surface of annealed samples is damaged.

Although an increased PEO signal is observed with annealing, perhaps the PEO chains

are too short to resist fouling, or they may have been chemically altered by the acid

environment. A plot of Aco/Acoo for each sample in this trial (Appendix C) suggests

that this is not the case, as the area ratio is the same for pristine and cleaned samples,

meaning that there is the same ratio of PEO to backbone for the comb in both samples.

Also, it is unclear why this problem wouldn't afflict the samples from Acid Regeneration

Trial 2 as well, since those were exposed to acid for a similar length of time and exhibited

the same unchanging Aco/Acoo behavior. Perhaps the 24-hour cleaning leads to much

more comb damage than the 18-hour cleaning.
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Although the fouling behavior for Regeneration Trial 3 remains unexplained, it is clear

from the PEO and comb analysis that more PEO does come to the surface with annealing.

This can be seen especially well by examining the high-resolution C Is XPS spectra for

the pristine sample and first round of cleaning and annealing, in Figure 5.12.

Figure 5.12. Comparison of C ls XPS spectra for acid regeneration trial 3
(a) Pristine sample, (b) sample after 24 hours of cleaning, (c) cleaned sample following
48 hours of annealing. The C-O peak (which is related to surface PEO content) is
marked with an inverted triangle.

The PEO C-O peak (marked) can be seen to decrease greatly upon cleaning (Figure

5.12b), as is the case for the comb backbone COO peak (289 eV). After annealing

(Figure 5.12c), both peaks increase relative to the PVDF peaks (290.9 eV and 286.4 eV).

It seems clear that comb returns to the membrane surface, as does PEO, even if the

fouling data suggests that the PEO can no longer effectively impart fouling resistance.

It is also useful to compare the values of Aco/Acoo for the "pristine" and "clean 1"

samples in Acid Regeneration Trials 1 and 3 (plots are given in Section C.4). The ratio

of the area of the C-O peak (which comes solely from the PEO chains) to that of the COO

peak (which comes solely from the comb backbone) would be expected to relate to the

amount of PEO still attached to the comb backbone. A lower ratio would mean that less

PEO was attached to the comb backbone. For Acid Regeneration Trial 1, the ratio

decreases from the pristine to the cleaned sample. For Trial 3, it remains unchanged with

cleaning. This suggests that for short periods of cleaning (30 minutes), the PEO is more

susceptible to degradation than the backbone. But with longer exposure to the acid (24

hours), the backbone degrades as much as the PEO does.
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Calculation of Regeneration Capabilities Based on Surface Area

It is instructive to calculate how many regeneration cycles (full removal of comb

followed by full restoration of comb) a filtration membrane would be expected to be

capable of, in order to determine if lack of comb in the bulk might be contributing to the

observed annealing behavior in Trials 1-3. Values needed for the calculation include:

* Surface area of a typical filtration membrane

The surface area of membrane F-040324 was found to be 4.29 m2/g using the

BET gas sorption method described in Section 3.4.4. It was also experimentally

determined that membrane F-040324 has a conversion factor of 0.0033 g/frontal

cm2. This yields a surface area of 0.014 m2/frontal cm2.

* Typical comb surface coverage

XPS surface analysis of membranes F-040317, F-040324, and F-040505 (all cast

using the same method and solution composition) suggests that they have roughly

50% comb surface coverage after casting. So it can be assumed that each time the

comb surface layer regenerates, it would ideally cover 50% of the total surface

area.

* Height of a comb monolayer

This value is hard to estimate theoretically, so an experimental value is used

instead. Walton et al. studied blends of P(MMA-r-POEM) (Mn = 40,700 g/mol)

and PMMA using neutron reflectivity [69]. It was found that a thin PEO-rich

layer formed at both surfaces of a thin film of the blend, and that this layer was

-0.05L thick, where L = 76 nm. From this data, it is estimated that a monolayer

of comb is approximately 3.8 nm thick. Since the comb used by Walton et al. had

a slightly higher molecular weight than the comb investigated in this thesis, the

actual value is probably slightly below 3.8 nm. An estimated monolayer height of

3.5 nm will be used in this calculation.
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Since the membrane is approximately 0.09 mm thick (estimated from the cross-sectional

SEM in Figure 5.13c), a 1 cm2 piece would have a volume of 0.009 cm3. The amount of

comb used in the polymer casting solution was approximately 11 wt%, or -16 vol%

(Table 3.2). This means that there is roughly 0.0014 cm3 of comb in the membrane bulk.

Dividing this by the thickness of a monolayer of comb (3.5 nm), there is -0.4 m2 of

comb in the bulk per 1 frontal cm2 of membrane upon casting. The total membrane

surface area was determined to be 0.014 m 2/frontal cm2, as described above. If 50% of

this surface is covered by comb, there would be 0.007 m2 of comb exposed at the

surface per 1 frontal cm2 of membrane after each regeneration. Using these estimates, it

would be possible to have roughly 60 rounds of full regeneration before the comb

supply in the bulk would be exhausted. However, kinetic and thermodynamic

considerations might strongly affect that observed behavior.

For instance, in Acid Regeneration Trial 3 (Figure 5.11), after two rounds of

regeneration, the rate of return of comb to the surface with annealing is observed to

decrease. The membrane requires two rounds of annealing to bring comb to the surface,

probably because the comb has to migrate farther in order to get to the surface. "Anneal

3" exhibits very little comb regeneration, while "anneal 4" exhibits more (the

intermediate cleaning stage is not expected to affect the surface coverage greatly, as the

acid cannot penetrate into the membrane bulk, and there is very little comb present at the

surface prior to "clean 4"). This suggests that although the membrane might be capable

of 60 rounds of regeneration, it might take an unreasonably long annealing duration to

bring comb to the surface as the number of regeneration rounds increases.

Despite these potential regeneration issues, this calculation is useful because it shows that

there is ample comb in the bulk of F-040324 (as well as the other membranes, most

likely). Based on this calculation, it seems that the poor comb recovery observed with

annealing in Figures 5.4 and 5.5 is not due to any lack of comb in the bulk, but most

likely due to a low surface coverage equilibrium, as previously supposed.
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Comparison of Measured Surface Area to Literature Values

It is useful to compare the surface area measured for F-040324 with other values reported

in the literature for polymer membranes made by immersion precipitation. Selected data

are given in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1. Comparison of selected BET surface area values
All membranes were prepared by immersion precipitation; fabrication details can be
found in the referenced articles.

Membrane Description Thickness (m) BET Surface Area (m2/g)
F-040324 90 4
Sulfonated polysulfone and cellulose acetate 90-110 16-18
with poly(ethylene glycol) pore former [70]
Cellulose acetate and polyethyleneimine, 180 12-24
crosslinked by polyisocyanate [71] 
Ethylene vinyl alcohol copolymer [72] 200-300 8-10

Estimated using the fact that the reported gate size was 0.25 mm. For a 0.5 mm gate, Chen obtained a
thickness of 180 gm, and in this thesis, membranes cast using a 0.20 mm (8-mil) gate were approximately
90 pm thick.
$ Estimated from SEM images of membranes cast using the same technique (no gate size specified) in [73].

Normalizing by membrane thickness, the range of surface areas reported by these authors

is 0.03 - 0.2 m2/gogm. Membrane F-040324 has a normalized surface area of 0.045

m2/g.gm, which is consistent with the range of values found in the literature, although

slightly lower than what is normally observed. If the regeneration calculation is done

using the range of normalized surface area values specified above, it is found that

anywhere from 10 to 90 regenerations could ideally be expected from a typical 90 jgm-

thick blend membrane made by immersion precipitation, with higher surface area leading

to fewer regenerations.

5.3. Filtration Experiments

5.3.1. Filtration Membranes

Three blend solutions of P(MMA-r-POEM) comb and PVDF were used to make filtration

membranes (Tables 3.2 and 3.3 give details). These membranes were imaged via SEM,

and the resulting micrographs are shown in Figure 5.13.
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Cross-Section

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.13. SEM micrographs of P(MMA-r-POEM)/PVDF membranes
(a) Membrane F-040301 (casting solution: P(MMA-r-POEM), PVDF, DMF), (b)
Membrane F-040310 (casting solution: P(MMA-r-POEM), PVDF, glycerol, DMF), (c)
Membrane F-040317 (casting solution: P(MMA-r-POEM), PVDF, glycerol, NMP).
Surface images are at 20,000x and cross-sections at 1000x magnification. Separation
surfaces are marked. Left-hand scale bars are 1 micron, right-hand scale bars are 10
microns.
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The first membrane (Figure 5.13a) gave very low flux (-0.005 g/min-psi) because of its

uniform density. The membrane was not acceptable for filtration experiments, both

because of this low flux and due to its symmetric structure. The second membrane

(Figure 5.13b) was cast from a solution containing glycerol, a pore former. Although

pores can be seen in the membrane cross-section, the surface was very dense, and it did

not have the defined asymmetric structure desired. It also gave a very low flux (-0.001

g/min.psi), much like the first membrane.

As can be seen in Figure 5.13c, the third membrane (F-040317) had a much better

structure for filtration purposes. It had a porous surface and an asymmetric structure, due

to the use of NMP as the solvent. This resulted in a separation surface with reasonably-

sized pores and a defined separation layer. Additionally, the glycerol created large voids

in the bulk of the membrane, increasing flux and throughput without sacrificing rejection

capabilities. The flux properties of this membrane are described below (it is used

interchangeably with membranes F-040324 and F-040505, as they were cast from the

same polymer solution using the same method).

5.3.2. Flux Results

Regeneration Filtration Trial I

An experiment was undertaken in which the same membrane disc (taken from membrane

F-040324) was subjected to three different flux experiments:

* Pristine: The pristine membrane was tested

* Cleaned: The tested membrane was cleaned in Chromerge for 30 minutes and

tested again

* Clean/Anneal: The tested membrane was cleaned in Chromerge for 30 minutes,

annealed in 90°C water for 18 hours, then tested a third time.

Each experiment consisted of three stages during which flux was measured:

* Water before BSA: Pure dW was used as the feed solution for 10 minutes (prior

to this, pure water was run through at a variety of pressures to ensure flux
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linearity and to reduce the effects of compaction, but this data is not included in

the flux plots). The flux values plotted in Figure 5.14 and others were taken

immediately before the feed solution was changed to BSA.

BSA. 1 hour: The feed solution was switched to BSA (1 mg/mL, in this case), and

flux was measured for 1 hour. Permeate samples were taken and analyzed at

various intervals. Flux values used in plots were taken after one hour of BSA

flux.

Water after BSA: The feed solution was changed back to dW and run for 15

minutes. Flux values used in plots were taken after 15 minutes of pure water flux

following BSA exposure.
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Pristine Cleaned Clean/Anneal

Figure 5.14. Flux behavior for Regeneration Filtration Trial 1
The BSA fouling solution was 1 mg/mL in PBS. Blend membrane F-040324 was used.
Raw flux data is given in Figure D.1. The membrane had a filtration area of 4.1 cm2.

The flux results are shown in Figure 5.14. The initial flux for each experiment ("Water

before BSA") varied unpredictably. This is probably because each time the membrane

was placed in the filtration cell, it was aligned differently, and so the flux changed.

However, the "BSA, 1 hour" and "Water after BSA" flux values seem relatively

consistent between experiments. For all membrane treatments, the flux recovers slightly

after water is restored as the feed solution, but it does not increase to anywhere near the

original (pre-BSA) flux value. It appears that the BSA feed solution was too
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concentrated (1 mg/mL) to allow for good fouling recovery, so a second experiment was

undertaken in which a more dilute fouling solution was used.

Regeneration Filtration Trials 2 and 3

An experiment very similar to Trial 1 was conducted, the only difference being that the

BSA fouling solution had a concentration of 0.1 mg/mL instead of 1 mg/mL. This

experiment was Regeneration Filtration Trial 2. The results are given in Figure 5.15.

Also pictured are the results of Trial 3. This trial was intended to reproduce the results

observed in Trial 2 (it used a different piece cut from the same membrane used in Trial

2). Additionally, two further rounds of 30-minute cleaning followed by 18 hour

annealing were conducted for Trial 3 to view the effects of comb loss from the surface.

Figure 5.15 also includes PVDF control data, also using a 0.1 mg/mL BSA fouling

solution (data was only taken for the Pristine, Cleaned, and Clean/Anneal rounds for the

PVDF control and Trial 2).
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Figure 5.15. Flux behavior for Regeneration Filtration Trials 2 and 3
A comparison of the flux results of trials 2 and 3, as well as a PVDF control. The BSA
fouling solution was 0.1 mg/mL in PBS. Different pieces of blend membrane F-040324
were used for the two trials. Raw flux data is given in Figures D.2, D.3, and D.5. The
PVDF Control and Regen. Filtration 2 samples were not involved in the Clean/Anneal 2
and 3 experiments, so no data is listed for those. The membranes had a filtration area of
4.1 cm 2 .
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The blend membranes appear to be far superior to the PVDF in terms of absolute flux,

giving roughly 25 times as much throughput as the PVDF control. However, this

comparison is not entirely trustworthy, as the PVDF was not pre-wet with methanol, but

with water, so its initial permeability was far less than that of the blend. When another

piece of the PVDF control was pre-wet with methanol instead of water, the initial flux

was -0.1 g/min'psi after 10 minutes of pure water flux, a roughly six-fold increase in

flux. Unfortunately, the membrane appeared to rupture following this measurement, so a

full flux profile could not be obtained.

Despite the pre-wetting issue, it appears that the blend membranes still exhibit better

initial flux than the PVDF control. Another reason for this improved flux could be that

the use of comb additives in the blend membrane has been shown to increase membrane

porosity [10], so the blend membrane was probably more porous and permeable than the

PVDF control. Also, there is the previously-observed variability in initial flux depending

on the exact positioning of the membrane in the filtration cell (Figure 5.14). And the

rejection coefficients (given in Appendix D) are not equivalent for the three membranes,

so this would prevent an accurate comparison. Because of these issues, it is difficult to

compare the absolute fluxes of the PVDF and blend membranes.

Comparing the two blend membrane trials (which should have yielded the same results),

it appears that the initial flux is indeed highly variable, as it changes unpredictably

between experiments and trials. However, the blend membranes seem to behave

similarly during and after fouling, recovering slightly when the feed solution is switched

back to water, but still at a much lower flux than initially observed. It is encouraging that

the membranes continue to show recovery after many cycles of cleaning and annealing,

but they do not appear to recover any more than the PVDF control does, relatively

speaking (Appendix D has detailed flux plots for a more accurate comparison of flux

recovery between the two types of membranes).

The Clean/Anneal 2 and 3 data for Trial 3 might be expected to show improved fouling

resistance recovery, as this type of behavior was observed in Acid Regeneration Trial 1
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(Figure 5.6). In Acid Regeneration Trial 1, the amount of comb present at the surface

decreased with the first round of cleaning and annealing but then increased with

subsequent annealing steps. However, this improvement in fouling resistance was not

observed in Filtration Trial 3, as the fouling recovery stayed roughly the same for three

rounds of cleaning and annealing (Figure 5.15).

It appears that the blend membranes do not experience improved fouling resistance with

annealing, compared to the PVDF control. Perhaps a thicker filtration membrane (similar

to the S-series membrane from Regeneration Trials 1 and 2) would give better fouling

recovery. Alternatively, using a comb additive with a different molecular weight and/or

PEO block size might aid in the fouling recovery.

Regeneration Filtration Trial 4

A final set of experiments was conducted to study the filtration behavior of a membrane

subjected to overnight cleaning. The trial was conducted similarly to Trial 2, except the

membrane was cleaned for 18 hours instead of 30 minutes. The results are shown in

Figure 5.16.

4 I./ -

Water BSA, Water
before hour after
BSA BSA

Pristine

- - _ _
Water BSA, 1 Water
before hour after
BSA BSA

18-hour Clean

Water BSA, 1 Water
before hour after
BSA BSA

Clean (30 min)/Anneal

Figure 5.16. Flux behavior for Regeneration Filtration Trial 4
Similar to prior regeneration filtration trials, but in this trial, the "Clean" sample was
exposed to Chromerge for 18 hours instead of 30 minutes. The BSA fouling solution was
0.1 mg/mL in PBS. Blend membrane F-040324 was used. Raw flux data is given in
Figure D.4. The membrane had a filtration area of 4.1 cm2 .
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It appears that the fouling recovery worsens slightly after 18 hour cleaning (which has

previously been found to strip almost all the comb from the membrane surface), but it is

still comparable to the recovery behavior of the PVDF control and of blend membranes

cleaned for only 30 minutes in acid. Generally, the presence or absence of comb at the

membrane surface does not appear to affect the fouling behavior of PVDF blend

membranes. It is unclear why this is; more trials will be necessary to understand this

behavior.

5.4. Summary

Overall, the results for the P(MMA-r-POEM)/PVDF blend membranes are encouraging.

The amount of comb at the surface of a 10 wt% blend membrane is maximized during

casting at elevated temperatures, and it is unnecessary to anneal longer to achieve

maximal comb coverage, thus saving time during fabrication.

Also, the comb is resistant to damage by a weak cleaning agent (hydrogen peroxide), and

it regenerates multiple times after cleaning with a harsh agent (Chromerge), even after

extended periods of cleaning. Blend membranes can be expected to maintain their comb

surface coverage after many rounds of routine cleaning and annealing in industry since

most industrial cleaning solutions are milder than the concentrated Chromerge solution

employed here.

In simple BSA adsorption experiments, pristine and annealed membranes generally

showed better fouling resistance than cleaned membranes. However, preliminary

filtration data does not indicate improved fouling resistance in flux trials, as compared to

a PVDF control. It appears that blend membranes have improved flux, although it is not

possible to directly compare the fluxes of the PVDF control and the blend membranes for

a variety of reasons (different rejection coefficients, pre-wetting problems). It seems that

more work will be needed to assess filtration performance.
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Chapter 6. Results: P(MA-r-POEM)/PVDF Blend Membranes
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6.1. Comb Properties

6.1.1. Gel Permeation Chromatography

The molecular weights obtained by GPC for the Pall P(MA-r-POEM) combs were

somewhat consistent with those reported by Pall. Table 6.1 gives molecular weights

based on PS standards.

Table 6.1. GPC Results for Pall P(MA-r-POEM) comb polymers
Molecular weights are based on PS standards.
Sample Mw (g/mol, found by GPC) M (/mol, as reported by Pall) PDI
Low MW comb 17,000 13,000 1.9
High MW comb 51,000 50,000 - 60,000 2.0

6.1.2. CyQuant

During the cell affinity testing, the comb samples were compared to two standards: tissue

culture polystyrene (TCPS), for which cells have a high affinity, and P(MMA-r-POEM)

(DCPLB003), for which cells have a very low affinity. The results are shown in Table

6.2.

Table 6.2. CyQuant results for P(MA-r-POEM) combs and controls
Three samples were prepared for each sample type, and three runs were done per sample,
giving a total of nine data points per sample type.

Sample Type DNA Quantification (gg/mL DNA)
P(MMA-r-POEM) (negative control) -0.006 ± 0.001
High MW P(MA-r-POEM) comb 0.062 ± 0.005
Low MW P(MA-r-POEM) comb 0.10 - 0.02
TCPS (positive control) 0.15 + 0.04

It seemed odd that the combs were almost as attractive to cells as the positive control

(TCPS) was. One possible explanation is that the comb films dissolved in the cell

medium (PBS) overnight. To test this hypothesis, comb films similar to those used in the

CyQuant assay (roughly 10 nm thick, cast on silicon instead of glass) were soaked in PBS

for -18 hours, then compared via microscopy to films that had not been soaked. The

results are shown in Figure 6.1.
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(a) Low MW Pall Comb

(soaked)

(hi Hirh MW PIl o(nmh

(soaked)

Figure 6.1. Comparison of soaked and pristine Pall comb films
(a) Low molecular weight Pall comb, (b) high molecular weight Pall comb. The images
on the left are of the films after being soaked in PBS for approximately 18 hours. The
images on the right are of the films as cast, without any treatment.

The left-hand images in Figure 6.1 (soaked films) appear to be bare silicon, while the

right-hand images (pristine films) show common attributes of polymer films (dust

"comets," color, and interference fringes at their edges). It appears that the comb films

do indeed dissolve in PBS, and so the CyQuant results are not reliable, as the films did

not stay intact during the assay.
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6.1.3. X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy

The XPS spectra for the combs (details provided in Appendix E) look similar to each

other and to the P(MMA-r-POEM) mentioned above. They both have a large C-O peak

(from the PEO side chains) and smaller COO and C-COO peaks. Based on the values in

Table E.1, there appear to be more PEO chains exposed at the surface of the high MW

comb than the low MW comb, and/or more PEO in the high MW comb.

6.1.4. Nuclear Magnetic Resonance

The NMR spectra for the combs (reproduced in Appendix E) suggest that both combs are

indeed P(MA-r-POEM), and that both were made with a POEM block with n = 9. The

low MW comb polymer has 39 wt% POEM, and the high MW comb has 33.5 wt%

POEM. Both of these values should be high enough to impart fouling resistance,

according to Hester (his data suggest that combs with as little as 28 wt% POEM can

achieve a surface coverage of 40% comb upon annealing and can maintain fouling

resistance [9]).

6.1.5. Water solubilitv

The P(MA-r-POEM) swelled strongly when left in dW overnight and appeared to be

moderately water soluble. A separate synthesis of P(MA-r-POEM) containing -40 wt%

POEM (by W. Kuhlman) also yielded a water-soluble polymer. It appears that

substituting PMA for PMMA as the hydrophobic block causes a large change in the

comb's water solubility, unfortunately. This reinforces the observation made in section

6.1.2 that the comb films dissolved in PBS solution overnight.

6.2. General Membrane Characteristics

Although analysis of the comb itself yielded unpromising results, it was still worthwhile

to test the blend membranes. The membranes were characterized via high-resolution C
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is XPS to determine the amount of comb present at the surface before and after annealing

in water at 90C for 18 hours. The results are given in Table 6.3.

Table 6.3. Volume fraction of near-surface comb for Pall membranes
Volume fraction of comb at surface (4)

Membrane Pristine Annealed
Pall 1 0.30 0.35
Pall 2 0.17 0.24

Previous research [9] has found that membranes with s > 0.3 should be protein-resistant.

However, since the combs were found to be water soluble, it might be expected that a

membrane with more comb surface coverage would have that comb more quickly washed

away in solution, leading to increased fouling. Based on this hypothesis, Pall 1 might be

expected to foul more than Pall 2, which was indeed found to be the case in filtration

experiments (Section 6.3). It is also interesting to note that for both membranes,

annealing brought slightly more comb to the surface, but instead of performing better,

annealed membranes fouled more than the pristine membranes. This is also consistent

with the hypothesis that a membrane with more comb at its surface would have that comb

washed away more quickly and would foul more.

6.3. Dead-End Fouling of Membranes

Filtration trials were conducted for both Pall membranes. As can be seen from SEM

images of their surfaces and cross-sections (Figure 6.2), they had a rather dense,

symmetric structure throughout, but their surfaces had pores of acceptable size and

morphology for filtration. SEM images are also given for the control membranes

provided by Pall (Figure 6.3). UngraftedPVDF was a plain PVDF membrane, and

grafted PVDF was a PVDF membrane surface-grafted with a hydroxy ethyl methacrylate

polymer.
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Cross-Section

0-

Figure 6.2. SEM micrographs of Pall P(MA-r-POEM)/PVDF blend membranes
Surface images are at 20,000x, and cross-section images are at 1000x magnification. The
separation surface is marked in the cross-section micrographs. The left-hand scale bars
are 1 micron, and the right-hand scale bars are 10 microns.

Typically, PVDF membranes have a lower surface porosity than that of Pall 1, but the

ungrafted PVDF provided by Pall appears to have equal or greater surface porosity than

Pall 1. However, the cross-sections of both PVDF controls show that the membrane

interiors are less porous than that of Pall 1 (this is probably due to the porosity imparted

by the comb additive during casting for the blend membranes). Based on the SEM

micrographs of the Pall blend and control membranes, it seems that both controls would

be acceptable for comparison to Pall 1. Pall 2, however, has smaller pores and is thinner,

so it would be expected to behave differently than the controls.
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Cross-Section
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Figure 6.3. SEM micrographs of Pall control membranes
Surface images are at 20,000x, and cross-section images are at 1000x magnification
(ungrafted PVDF) and 450x magnification (grafted PVDF). The ungrafted PVDF
membrane's separation surface is marked in the cross-section image. The grafted
membrane's separation surface is not shown in its micrograph, but the general location is
marked. Left-hand scale bars are 1 micron; right-hand scale bars are 10 microns.

6.3.1. Flux Behavior

Filtration experiments were conducted as described in sections 3.4.2 and 4.4.1, using

BSA and oil/water fouling solutions separately. The results are shown in Figures 6.4 and

6.5. Pall 2 membranes had much lower fluxes than Pall 1 membranes, probably because

of the former's small pores and dense structure. This is not due to any pre-wetting

problems, as Pall 2 gave the same initial flux when pre-wet with methanol instead of

water.
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Figure 6.4. Flux data for Pall 1 and control membranes
(a) Pristine Pall 1, (b) Annealed Pall 1, (c) Ungrafted PVDF, (d) Grafted PVDF. Left-
hand plots are for fouling with 1 mg/mL BSA, and right-hand plots are for fouling with
oil/water. All data was collected at 10 psi. Pall 1 and grafted PVDF membranes were
pre-wet with water, and ungrafted PVDF was pre-wet with methanol. The membranes
had a filtration area of 4.1 cm2.
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Figure 6.5. Flux data for Pall 2 membranes
(a) Pristine Pall 2, (b) Annealed Pall 2. Average flux values are marked with horizontal
lines. Left-hand plots are for fouling with 1 mg/mL BSA, and right-hand plots are for
fouling with oil/water. Data was collected at 50 psi. The membranes had a filtration area
of 4.1 cm2.

For both fouling solutions (BSA and oil/water), Pall 1 exhibited a significant decrease in

flux and poor fouling recovery. The annealed sample of Pall 1 (annealed for 18 hours in

90°C water) had even worse fouling recovery. Pall 2 showed some flux decline, but near

complete recovery. In fact, the small decrease in flux with the introduction of the fouling

solution for pristine Pall 2 could have been due to a change in solution viscosity or to

concentration polarization, instead of actual adsorption of foulant to the membrane

surface and pores. Much like the annealed Pall 1 sample, the annealed Pall 2 sample

exhibited incomplete fouling recovery. As noted in Section 6.2, it appears that the more

comb a membrane has at its surface, the less it is able to recover from fouling.

If the filtration properties of Pall 1 are compared to the control membranes provided by

Pall (ungrafted PVDF and grafted PVDF), it appears that the grafted PVDF membrane

has better fouling recovery. In oil/water experiments, for example, the grafted PVDF

returns to 31% of its initial flux with reintroduction of water as the feed solution, whereas

Pall 1 only returns to 25% of its initial flux. Ungrafted PVDF has different fouling

recovery abilities depending on the foulant used. For both foulants, the grafted PVDF
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outperforms the ungrafted PVDF and blend membranes. But this is understandable, as it

appears that the comb does not remain at the surface of the blend membranes but washes

away during filtration.

As a supplement to the flux data given in Figures 6.4 and 6.5, XPS was done on fouled

Pall 1 and 2 membranes. Table 6.4 compares the percentage of nitrogen at the membrane

surfaces before and after running BSA through the membranes.

Table 6.4. Extent of BSA fouling for annealed and pristine Pall membranes
% Nitrogen via XPS

Pristine Annealed
Membrane Before fouling After fouling Before fouling After fouling
Pall 1 0 5.8 0 7.1
Pall 2 0 0.8 0 2.6

As expected, prior to fouling with BSA, no nitrogen is detected on the membrane

surfaces. After BSA filtration, it appears that Pall 1 fouled significantly more than Pall 2,

and annealed membranes fouled more than pristine. These results agree with the flux

behavior shown in Figures 6.4 and 6.5. This again supports the observation that fouling

increases with the amount of comb present at the membrane surface.

6.3.2 Permeate Composition

Membrane rejection coefficients are given in Table 6.5. Rejection coefficients are

calculated as follows (where Cfoulant is the concentration of the foulant):

Cpenneate
Rfoat = 1 fotlant (6.1)

f""'"" Cfeedfoulant

For both types of fouling solutions, Pall 2 exhibited higher rejection than Pall 1. This is

most likely due to Pall 2's smaller pores. Additionally, the annealed membranes rejected

more foulant (BSA or oil) than non-annealed. The best rejection was obtained using an

annealed Pall 2 membrane, which rejected at least 99.5% of the oil in the feed solution

and 90% of BSA, but which had very low flux.
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Table 6.5. Rejection coefficients for Pall membranes
Determined using concentration values for the permeate sample collected after 20
minutes. A rejection coefficient of 1.0 is desirable, as it means that no foulant passes
through the membrane.

Sample
Pall 1, Pristine
Pall 1, Annealed
Ungrafted PVDF
Grafted PVDF
Pall 2, Pristine
Pall 2, Annealed

BSA Oil/Water
0.3 - 0.987
0.4 > 0.992
1.0 > 0.992
0.0 > 0.992

0.55 > 0.992
0.9 > 0.995

6.4. BCA Assay (Protein Affinity)

The data obtained from the BCA assay on Pall 1, Pall 2, and the ungrafted PVDF

membrane are given in Table 6.6. As expected, Pall 1 and Pall 2 are no more protein-

resistant than normal PVDF is, and the P(MA-r-POEM) blend membranes may even

have more protein affinity than normal PVDF does. Due to variations in membrane

surface area, these results cannot be compared directly to each other, but they support the

data found in the CyQuant comb trial, which suggested that the combs dissolve during

experiments involving aqueous media, leaving plain PVDF behind.

Table 6.6. BCA assay results for Pall membranes and PVDF control
Nine runs were conducted for each sample and the results averaged.

Sample Type Protein Stain Concentration (g/mL)
Pall 1 6 1
Pall 2 6.1 0.2
Ungrafted PVDF 4 1
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6.5. Summary

It appears that the P(MA-r-POEM) combs used in the experimental Pall blend

membranes were water soluble and dissolved during aqueous filtration experiments and

other characterization attempts. This is shown by the fact that comb films dissolve in

PBS, as well as by the lack of fouling resistance observed for the membranes. The

P(MA-r-POEM) provided by Pall is water-soluble, so it is unsuitable for use as an

additive in water filtration membranes that need to be used repeatedly or for extended

periods. If a water insoluble P(MA-r-POEM) additive could be synthesized, it could be

used to impart lasting wettability and fouling resistance to PVDF membranes.

The combs imparted improved wettability to the PVDF membranes, despite their water

solubility. The reduced manufacturing cost obtained by using comb additives would be

desirable for manufacturing membranes for single-use applications, where water stability

of the combs is less of a concern.
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Chapter 7. Conclusions and Future Work
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7.1. Regeneration of P(MMA-r-POEM)/PVDF Blend Membranes

Membranes containing roughly 10 wt% of P(MMA-r-POEM) blended with PVDF show

promise for industrial application. They attain maximal comb surface coverage upon

casting at elevated temperature. These blend membranes do not seem to be adversely

affected by cleaning with warm hydrogen peroxide. Additionally, the self-segregating

PEO comb surface layer provides fouling resistance and can be regenerated by a simple

annealing step following harsh acid cleaning with Chromerge. Multiple regenerations

were observed for filtration-series blend membranes whose surfaces were completely

stripped of comb after each cleaning step. The amount of comb restored to the surface

decreased each time, but this is probably due to the fact that after each cleaning step,

comb has to travel farther to reach the surface, so longer annealing times are required. It

was found that there is enough comb in the membrane bulk to give nearly 60 rounds of

regeneration, so the gradual decrease in comb coverage over time is not due to lack of

comb in the bulk. Despite the limitations to full recovery after multiple rounds of

cleaning and annealing, the results suggest that blend membranes made with P(MMA-r-

POEM) additive can maintain a higher throughput and be used for longer periods of time

than other hydrophilically-modified filtration membranes.

Although both types of membranes exhibited comb and PEO surface regeneration, the S-

series membrane (which was thicker than the F-series membranes) gave better fouling

recovery than the F-series membranes. It would be useful to fabricate and study F-series

membranes that are either cast thicker than 8 mils or contain a comb additive with a

different molecular weight and/or composition. This might lead to filtration membranes

that not only have improved flux but can also recover from fouling better than PVDF

alone.
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7.2. Properties of P(MA-r-POEM)/PVDF Blend Membranes

P(MA-r-POEM) was examined as a more wettable alternative to P(MMA-r-POEM). The

P(MA-r-POEM) appeared to be water soluble and consequently did not impart fouling

resistance to membranes--behavior which is not desirable in a comb additive. Lack of

fouling resistance for Pall 1 and annealed membranes appeared linked to comb

dissolution into the surrounding aqueous medium. It is believed that membranes with

more comb at their surface are more prone to comb dissolution into solution, giving less

fouling resistance. This would explain why the pristine Pall 2 membrane (which had the

least comb surface coverage) exhibited complete fouling recovery in a BSA filtration

and considerable recovery when fouled with an oil/water solution. On the other hand,

Pall 1 and annealed membranes, which had more comb at their surfaces, had poor fouling

recovery. It is worthwhile to note that all PVDF blend membranes had high porosity and

wettability, as well as excellent rejection coefficients. These properties make them

promising for single-use applications.

Since P(MA-r-POEM) was observed to make blend membranes more wettable than

PVDF alone, it could certainly be useful. Once a water insoluble version of this additive

is synthesized, it could lead to membranes that are both highly wettable and fouling-

resistant, which could be used for applications requiring long-term operation. More

research is needed to determine the ideal composition for this additive.
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List of Symbols and Acronyms

BCA ................... Bicinchoninic Acid

BET ......... ................................ Brunauer-Emmett-Teller
BSA ......................................................... Bovine Serum Albumin

CSA/Chromerge ........................................................... Chromic-Sulfuric Acid

d-CHC13.................. Deuterated Chloroform

DM Ac ...................................................................... N,N Dimethylacetamide

DMF ......... .. ........................................... Dimethyl Formamide

dW ................... ................................................. ter

GPC ............................................................. Gel Permeation Chromatography

MF ......... ................................................. Microfiltration
NMP ......................................................... N-Methyl Pyrrolidone

NMR ............................................................... Nuclear Magnetic Resonance

PBS ......... .. Phosphate-Buffered Saline

PDI ................... Polydispersity Index

PEO ....................................... Poly (ethylene oxide)

POEM ......... ............................................. Poly (oxyethylene methacrylate)

PMA ..................................................... Poly (methyl acrylate)

PMMA .......... .......... ............................. Poly (methyl methacrylate)

PS ................... ................................................. tyrene)
PVDF ..................................................................... Poly (vinylidene fluoride)

RO ...................................... Reverse Osmosis

SEM ......... ............................................... Scanning Electron Microscopy

TCPS ......... ................... Tissue Culture Polystyrene

THF ................................ ...Tetrahydrofuran

UF ................................................................... trafiltration
UV .................................................................. traviolet

XPS ............................................................ X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy
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Appendix A: General Approach to Analysis of XPS Spectra

A.1. Data Collection

For all samples, unless otherwise noted, at least two types of XPS spectra were collected:
(1) an elemental survey, (2) a high-resolution carbon s spectrum. Examples of these are
shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.2.

A.2. Peak-Fitting

The survey spectra were fitted using the software on the XPS itself, and the raw area of
the nitrogen peak was determined. The high-resolution spectra were deconvoluted using
CasaXPS fitting software. The comb C s spectrum has four peaks, and the PVDF has
two peaks, constrained as described below.

Table A.1. Constraints imposed on comb/PVDF constituent peaks during fitting
All peaks were constrained to a full width at half maximum (FWHM) between 0.9 and
1.2.

Peak ID Species Position Area
A COO (comb) Unconstrained Unconstrained
B C-O (comb) Between A-2.2 and A-2.6 Unconstrained
C C-COO (comb) A-3.3 Unconstrained
D CH (comb/pump oil) A-4.0 Unconstrained
E CF 2 (PVDF) Unconstrained Unconstrained
F CH 2 (PVDF) E-4.5 E*1

The peaks, as defined above, were moved to approximately the correct position in the
spectrum, and the Fit Components button was used until the fit no longer changed
appreciably. The position was then calibrated, using the CH peak as a reference, set to
285 eV. For PVDF spectra alone, the position was calibrated using the CF2 peak (which
has a position of 290.9 eV for pure PVDF).

A.3. Determination of Fraction of Comb at Surface

A sample calculation for determining the volume fraction of comb at the surface is given
below (Ax is the area of peak X). The percentage of comb at the surface is just the
volume fraction multiplied by 100%.

1. Mole fraction of comb near surface (ns): n, = (A.1)
ACE + Aco o

-comb

2. Repeat unit molar volume of comb (vfomb): vomb (A.2)
P
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Table A.2. Useful data for calculating molar volume values
Obtained from Aldrich.

Species Mo (g/mol) p (g/cm3)
POEM 9 475 1.08
HPOEMo1 526 1.08
PMMA 100 1.19
PMA 86 1.22
PVDF 64 1.74

-comb -comb
The Mo and p values are weighted combinations of the individual component
values (shown in Table A.2). For instance, if a comb had 40 wt% POEM9 and 60 wt%
PMMA, that would translate into 12.3 mol% POEM9 and 87.7 mol% PMMA. These are
example calculations for that comb composition:

-comb
Mo =0.123*475+0.877*100=146.1 g/mol
-comb
p =0.123*1.08+0.877*1.19=1.17 g/cm3

comb _146.1

vo"mb = 124.9 cm 3/mol
1.17

For the P(MMA-r-POEM) comb used in this paper, Vc°mb = 115.6 cm3/mol, and for
PVDF, voP D = 36.8 cm 3/mol.

n co mb

3. Volumefiaction of comb near surface (): = comb (A.3)fl mb±(l~)PVDFnvo + (1-- n,)v

A.4. Determination of Nitrogen (Extent of Fouling) at Surface

The amount of nitrogen on a fouled sample's surface can be directly related to the extent
of fouling, since there is no nitrogen in the non-fouled samples, leaving BSA as the sole
source of the signal. The amount of nitrogen at the surface of BSA-fouled samples was
determined using an XPS survey. The raw area of the N s peak was used in all plots in
this thesis as a representation of the extent of fouling.

Unfortunately, values of raw area for the N s peak cannot be compared between trials,
as the XPS results tend to change in intensity from day to day, especially after
maintenance. So fouling values can only be directly compared within a trial.

A.5. Determination of Relative Amount of PEO at Surface

Because the C-O peak should derive solely from the presence of PEO on the surface of
nonfouled samples, the ratio of Aco and ACF2 (a signal that comes only from the PVDF in
the sample) can be used to determine the relative amount of PEO at the surface.
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Appendix B: XPS Peak Breakdowns for P(MMA-r-POEM)

B.1. H202 Regeneration Studies

Table B.1. XPS peaks for P(MMA-r-POEM) comb for cleaning with H202
Values in parentheses are % area calculations made ignoring the CH peak (since this is
influenced by X PS pump oil fouling).

Pristine Comb Cleaned Comb
Position (eV) % Area Position (eV) % Area

1 COO 289.0 12.0 (19.1) 289.0 14.05 (20.8)
2 CO 286.6 35.4 (56.3) 286.6 37.3 (55.1)
3 C-COO 285.7 15.4 (24.5) 285.7 16.3 (24.1)
4 CH 285.0 37.2 (--) 285.0 32.35 (--)

Table B.2. XPS peaks in P(MMA-r-POEM)/PVDF blend for cleaning with H202
Values in parentheses are % area calculations made ignoring the CH peak (since this is
influenced by XPS pump oil fouling).

Pristine Blend Cleaned Blend Annealed Blend
Position % Area Position % Area Position % Area

1 CF2 (PVDF) 290.8 36.45 290.7 30.0 (35.7) 290.8 30.0 (36.0)
(40.6)

2 COO 289.0 4.4 (4.9) 289.0 7.0 (8.3) 289.0 6.8 (8.1)
3 CO 286.8 10.3 (11.5) 286.9 12.3 (14.6) 286.9 11.5 (13.8)
4 CH2 (PVDF) 286.3 36.45 286.2 30.0 (35.7) 286.3 30.0 (36.0)

(40.6)
5 C-COO 285.7 2.1 (2.3) 285.7 4.8 (5.7) 285.7 5.1 (6.1)
6 CH 285.0 10.3 (--) 285.0 15.9 (--) 285.0 16.6 (--)
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B.2. Chromerge Regeneration Studies

Table B.3. XPS peaks for P(MMA-r-POEM) comb for cleaning with Chromerge
Values in parentheses are % area calculations made ignoring the CH peak (since this is
influenced by XPS pump oil fouling).

Pristine Comb Cleaned Comb
Position (eV) % Area Position (eV) % Area

1 COO 289.0 9.3 (18.6) 289.0 17.6 (23.8)
2 CO 286.6 37.1 (74.0) 286.8 30.9 (41.7)
3 C-COO 285.7 3.7 (7.4) 285.7 25.6 (34.5)
4 CH 285.0 49.9 (--) 285.0 25.9 (--)

Table B.4. XPS peaks for P(MMA-r-POEM)/PVDF blend cleaned with Chromerge
Values in parentheses are % area calculations made ignoring the CH peak (since this is
influenced by XPS pump oil fouling).

Pristine Blend Cleaned Blend Annealed Blend
Position % Area Position % Area Position % Area

1 CF2 (PVDF) 290.8 26.4 (32.1) 290.7 29.4 (35.2) 290.8 29.7 (38.9)
2 COO 289.0 6.8 (8.3) 289.0 6.8 (8.2) 289.0 4.7 (6.1)
3 CO 286.8 16.6 (20.2) 287.0 11.3 (13.5) 286.9 10.8 (14.1)
4 CH2 (PVDF) 286.3 26.4 (32.1) 286.2 29.4 (35.2) 286.3 29.7 (38.9)
5 C-COO 285.7 5.9 (7.2) 285.7 6.5 (7.8) 285.7 1.5 (2.0)
6 CH 285.0 17.8 (--) 285.0 16.6 (- 285.0 23.6 (--)
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Appendix C: Supplementary Plots for P(MMA-r-POEM)/PVDF Membranes

C.1. Supplementary Plots for Figure 5.5
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Figure C.1. Surface fouling for the experiment in Figure 5.5
A pristine membrane (F-040324) was cleaned in Chromerge for 30 minutes and
subsequently annealed for the times indicated. Each data point is an average of three
readings.
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Figure C.2. Comb surface coverage for the experiment in Figure 5.5
The amount of comb is based on the intensity of the COO XPS signal. Each data point is
an average of three readings.
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C.2. Supplementary Plots for Figure 5.8
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Figure C.3. Surface fouling for the experiment in Figure 5.8
A pristine membrane (F-0403 10) was cleaned in Chromerge for varying amounts of time.
Each data point is an average of three readings.
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Figure C.4. Comb surface coverage for the experiment in Figure 5.8
The amount of comb is based on the intensity of the COO XPS signal. Each data point is
an average of three readings.
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C.3. Supplementary Plots for Figure 5.10
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Figure C.5. Surface fouling for the experiment in Figure 5.10
A pristine membrane (F-040324) was cleaned in Chromerge for 24 hours, then annealed
for varying lengths of time. Each data point is an average of three readings.
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Figure C.6. Comb surface coverage for the experiment in Figure 5.10
The amount of comb is based on the intensity of the COO XPS signal. Each data point is
an average of three readings.
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C.4. Plots of Aco/Acoo for P(MMA-r-POEM)/PVDF Membranes

For all plots, each data point is an average of three readings. Values are not given for
samples which were found to have no comb/PEO at their surfaces.
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Figure C.7. Aco/Acoo values for H202 regeneration study
Differences between values are not statistically significant.
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Figure C.8. Aco/Acoo values for acid regeneration trial 1
The pristine and clean 1 values are statistically different, as are
values. All others are not statistically different.
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Figure C.9. Aco/Acoo values for acid regeneration trial 2
Differences between values are not statistically significant.
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Figure C.10. Aco/Acoo values for acid regeneration trial 3
Differences between values are not statistically significant.
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Figure C.11. Aco/Acoo values for annealing kinetics study 1
Corresponds to data give in Figure 5.5. The pristine value is statistically different from
the remaining values; all others are not statistically different from each other.
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Figure C.12. Aco/Acoo values for cleaning kinetics study
Corresponds to data given in Figure 5.8.
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Figure C.13. Aco/Acoo values for annealing kinetics study 2
Corresponds to data given in Figure 5.10. Values are not statistically different.
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Appendix D: Raw Flux Data for P(MMA-r-POEM)/PVDF Membranes

D.1. P(MMA-r-POEM) Regeneration Filtration 1
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Figure D.1. Raw flux data for Regeneration Filtration 1
All flux plots are for the same membrane disc (from F-040324). (a) The pristine
membrane, (b) the membrane (after the trials in (a)) cleaned for 30 min. in Chromerge,
(c) the membrane (after (b)) cleaned for 30 min. in Chromerge, and annealed in 90°C
water for 18 hr. Fouling solution was 1 mg/mL BSA in PBS. RBSA after 20 minutes of
fouling was (a) 0.1, (b) 0.2, (c) 0.3.
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D.2. P(MMA-r-POEM) Regeneration Filtration 2
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Figure D.2. Raw flux data for Regeneration Filtration 2
All flux plots are for the same piece of membrane (F-040324). (a) The pristine
membrane, (b) the membrane (after the flux trials in (a)) cleaned for 30 minutes in
Chromerge, (c) the membrane (after (b)) cleaned for 30 minutes in Chromerge, then
annealed in 90°C water for 18 hours. The BSA fouling solution was 0.1 mg/mL in PBS.
RBSA after 20 minutes of fouling was (a) 0.3, (b) 0.4, (c) 0.4.
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D.3. P(MMA-r-POEM) Regeneration Filtration 3
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Figure D.3. Raw flux data for Regeneration Filtration 3
All flux plots are for the same piece of membrane (F-040324). (a) The pristine
membrane, (b) the membrane (after the flux trials in (a)) cleaned for 30 minutes in
Chromerge, (c) the membrane (after (b)) cleaned for 30 minutes in Chromerge, then
annealed in 90°C water for 18 hours, (d) the membrane (after (c)), cleaned and annealed
as in (c), (e) the membrane (after (d)), cleaned and annealed as in (c). The BSA fouling
solution was 0.1 mg/mL in PBS. RBSA after 15 minutes of fouling was (a) 0.5, (b) 0.2, (c)
0.6, (d) 0.0, (e) 0.0.
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Figure D.4. Raw flux data for Regeneration Filtration 4
All flux plots are for the same piece of membrane (F-040324).
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(a) The pristine
membrane, (b) the membrane (after the flux trials in (a)) cleaned for 18 hours in
Chromerge, (c) the membrane (after (b)) cleaned for 30 minutes in Chromerge, then
annealed in 90C water for 18 hours. The BSA fouling solution was 0.1 mg/mL in PBS.
RBSA after 15 minutes of fouling was (a) 0.3, (b) 0.0, (c) 0.4.
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D.5. PVDF Control
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Figure D.5. Raw flux data for PVDF Control
All flux plots are for the same piece of PVDF membrane. (a) The pristine membrane, (b)
the membrane (after the flux trials in (a)) cleaned for 30 minutes in Chromerge, (c) the
membrane (after (b)) cleaned for 30 minutes in Chromerge, then annealed in 90°C water
for 18 hours. The BSA fouling solution was 0.1 mg/mL in PBS. RBSA after 20 minutes of
fouling was (a) 0.0, (b) 0.2, (c) 0.2.
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Appendix E: NMR and XPS Spectra of P(MA-r-POEM)
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Figure E.1. NMR of the low MW P(MA-r-POEM) comb polymer
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Figure E.2. NMR of the high MW P(MA-r-POEM) comb
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Figure E.3. XPS of Pall P(MA-r-POEM) combs
Left: low molecular weight comb, right: high molecular weight comb.

Table E.1. Breakdown of peaks in P(MA-r-POEM) XPS spectra
1 _ ,- __ n/ _ 11 1 '-

v aues in parentneses are 7/o Area calculateo oy lgnonn me a ev Itn peak
Peak Number Species Low MW Comb High MW CombPeak Number Species

Position (eV) % Area Position (eV) % Area
1 COO 289.0 15.7 (23.3) 289.0 12.4 (20.7)
2 CO 286.6 34.6 (51.4) 286.5 44.2 (73.9)
3 C-COO 285.7 17.0 (25.3) 285.7 3.2 (5.4)
4 CH 285.0 32.7 (--) 285.0 40.2 (--)
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Appendix F: Oil/Water UV/Vis Concentration Standards

400 600
Wavelength (nm)

Figure F.1. A plot of oil/water UV/Vis concentration standards
Standards were made by serial dilution of a 1 mg/mL oil/water solution.
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